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United Press International In Our 96th 
Year
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The Only
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County
Vol. LXXXVI No. 97
CONSTANT BOMBING  IS SHOWING EFFECT
!Seen & Heard
Around
MURRAY
reader calls and mks that we
,sentnent on the Federal Excise Tax
which is on many uhanms you buy
sand comes ta 10 percent of the pur-
1, chase price
The tax was pee ass during Wat
wet by President Rooseve:t with the
promise that When the ear was over
ft would be taken or The Idea was
to raise money to finence the war.
f The same thing with the Menne
. tax The allomme for each MOM-
ber of the farany was high before
16 the war and It was lowered to 1100
for the duration to finance the war.
it lug never been mead to the far-
ad ?Mire. we have forgotten even
what it was
is as erearepie 01dishoneety
a government It was expedient a
keep the tax on for financial rea-
d. eons but it was not honed
—
The Excise Tax should be remover'
aOlithern Bell a pueshing this fleht
now because the government is
waE5 g as Deflectors -out of the
aczegany at • treintrillous oat to
Southern Ben e alma makes their
esevice seam lideser than it really
IS.
41/ O ratier who called pointed out
the fact dist eut is an 8ocial Sec-
t", and dishonest taxes mil as
WM wake it more difficult for her
te make ends meet
• bare noticed that most tempor-
ary taxes turn out to be permanent
! tas
i *neer President Truman aid yeti-
that 'Taxes should be equal
to he combined Oda of the county.
ray mace and federal governments
sr yen re lit trouble"
iodise, way of raying It is that the
nab' Mould dniial the Mae& and
nd vt veras
The federal government operates
le on the pre-gala' that the taxes
should equal the bile That is why
WY,* are so heavy If the bills
equalled the tame, then we might
get rime relief
- - —
Then tee Truman is the one teat
told US Steel that they could reae
semea without ethane the prIce of
steel so we are rat too supresed at
his remark
--
The Garden Deportment is plant-
ing the boxes around the square
'OM this year
✓imy aak that folks not put ciga-
rette butte. eat dela cups. chew-
Um SUM wrappers etc In the flow-
er boxes
The ladles are turning out evOrniusse
to plane the boxes this year taking
geode lot of effort and Lane
WPII appeemay history repeats M-
eat
'mein/ ad the front door c,f the
afire and there was that eid Start.
tar seam isto reds in the hollow
behind the cornice over Mr Bra-
usea Harness shop
- —
bThere ,is ne place to light before
he goes into the nanow so he JIM
has to hang outspreaded In the set
until he on get a toe hold end
crawl into the hollow ;there he is
balding a nest.
At least he remains undaunted. At.
ter every try he flies back to the
SONTI SALES GOOD
- --
4 The sales of Series B and H Rav-
ings Donis in Gallowey County
for March were $15.362 while sales
for the first quarter reached $76,-
151 or 37 V", of the annual goal of
$200.000.
The above picture Was taken at the Executive Board Meeting Of the Murray WOMILIVI
Club on Thursday. From left to right On the front row are Mrs. Bill Peak, District CrOV-
ernOr, Mrs. Jack Kennedy, president of the MUFflay Woman's Chit); Mrs N. B. Ellis, first
Vice-president; Mrs. David Chawans, second vice-president, Mrs. John Nanny, secretary.
Back row, left to right, is composed of Mrs J I RosIck, yearbook chairman; Mrs. George
Hart. Civic OhairMarl; Mrs, C C. Lowry, Advisory Council; Mrs Russell Johnson, public-
ity: and Min. Boodle Haagen, scrapbook Chairman Mrs William Nall, publicity, was ab-
sent When the pletUre was taken.
Executive Board Of Murray High School ScienceProgram Sponsored
Woman'sfl*Meets Thursday a' SutheraBell
- ghie galaratim dearg-ge die Mat-
women Mb nut ellb a luge
Ilhunday.
figa nab laa. eseb Mensisely
A ride was reed from the new
Hazel Woman's Club thalami the
diab ter Meng the Charter Dinner
for their dub
Mrs Jack Kennedy announced
that the butallation dinner meet-
ing sal be held Mo 7 at 7 pm
Elbe repealed tic board of the
F W C Converstioc. stab wel be
had at Lomentle Mes, ..011k22 At
this time Mr, c C lo,MTrill be
elected se Floe vice Presit of
the KFWC
This being the La heard meeting
of the year Mrs Kennedy thanked
the board members for their at-
tendance at the board meetings
and for the snieviet scork each de-
inertrnetre heed Ione this year under
the ramble leadership at their
chairmen
Threw present were Mns .7
Hoek& year book cheionen Mrs
C C Lowry Advt.:we C7rsinrtl.
Mrs David (KIWIS trId Vice
Prevalent Mrs N B Kits - Pare
Vice President, Mrs Jack Kennedy
- Prodder*. Mrs John Nanny -
Corresponding Bar. Mrs Robert
- Treasurer. Mrs James Rudy
•
Dr. Scarborough To
Be Speaker Tuesday
Dr. Charles Scarborough a the
Housten-tioDeviet Clink will be the
Rued speaker at the meeting of the
KIrkeey Sementary %hoot Parent-
Teacher Amoolation 'to be held
Tueidea, Aprll 77. at 730 pot at
the echoed.
Mrs. Jansen Tucker. prevalent,
urea ail parents to attend the meet-
ing Mrs Whit Imes, county health
nurse, Is Mc expected to attend
The second 'trade mothers from
Mrs Vtrdon ehTuokeri roorn will
serve as hceteesee of thew
mothers is urged to attend ts. help
In the hospitality for the noising
WINS 11.1RNITURE
Mrs Madan JOIlf.n.M.irrAV route
four breed Tupperware dossier has
been notified that the has won a
seven piece set of Lane dining moen
turniture in • March alto pro-
motion. The Tupperwere Home
Parties at Orland% Piorich made
the sanouncenient to Mrs. Jones.
NOW YOU KNOW
'ri
ley United Prete International
Many, if not all of the clad of
Men known RA white dwarfs. have
an estimated density 60,000 times
that of water, according to the
Enc yr loped la Br itan Mc*.
Pinanee; Mks: lavas, - -
maws — Mrs NAM The MIN* Minna MO gelled
laser - Munk. Mrs, Bothell Richer& ENISliee Preemie. . egionearal by
— AsilBem.Mz. ilea sae- ODIShorn E Te180110n. C113-
Creative Arts MN Mai 'UM TWItneeld Met* is a
fipariman - D. and Mrs Jen meeting in Paducah Over 75 high
Garrison - Ciendeti Dept school principals phonics and Niece-
-- htry teachers from whack in or
near rukon. Mayne/it Murray and
Paducah were in attendance.
New Concord 4-H
Rally Held Thursday
Night At School
New Concord 4-H Club had In.
Rally Thundery night April 22 The
reeding MI6 nailed to order by
Jeanne Jarrett Vire Preadent The
pledge to the American flag was
given by Marra Ertestbereer The
4-H reedve weA elven by Kathy
Fletsonlefind The welown• was given
he Katie Ion nouns The response
was Oven by Mrs °Tee Jarrett
&seethes were nom by Kim
Puckett K,tbv nribblefield Kent
Mira Athol Jru,et Jarrett Dentin-
etratione were given by Jan Miller
an Cooking. JOhP4 Jarrett on Peel
bilaktne. Jeanne Jarrett on Meatkof
and the 4-1Fes of a Rabbtt. Eva Wil-
liams On Making Oatmeal Oookies,
Jeanne Jarrett( on the Three Ca
of • Paint Etruth. Kim Puckett on
Woodwork.
In the She. Review the foam-
ing makied meant Maned Er-
neetbenrer. Jan Maier lava WU-
Worm With flitubblefieki. en
Wesson. Skirt and blouse_ Janet
Jarrett. ebtfts. Jeanne Jarrett.
Katie.. Lou Counts, Drees Kathy
Stubblefield.
Wootheart was extriteted bv Kim
Puctket,t NtiUip Winner. And
Bonner, Kent Bury An Metrics'
exhibit tempi WWI given by Klin
Puckett All received hese ribbons
on speeches, derrionstrattons. style
review and woodwork and electrical
exhibeta
The community leaders. Mrs. W.
D MgClutetcr end Mrs. DIS Slab-
blefasid pinned the program.
Grady were exhibited by Jan
Miller. Vete Wellions and Marsha
Erned berger.
Nurray High To
Vleet McKenzie Here
Breaking even with three wins
and three Mem in addition to
three games rained out the Mur-
ray High Sehool Baseball Team
wit pay McKenrie aright at 7•30
their fine night itRnie Lrl Hol-
land Stradrum
Omoh Dub Rumen's team has won
21-0 over Conspire High, 6-3 over
dough Marshal and 11-1 over North -
Martha Their only Imam went to
Ashland 9-4, Mayftek1 3-0 and
again to Mei-fled 5-5
Adnibeion MU be 25c student and
50c adult•
_
The 1966 program was entitled.
11110-Conductor Myers and Cry7
stalkgraphy" and 001/000t1 a num-
ber of simple experanente In the
study of electrical cpneuction and
strata, of m Aeneas the can be
used by the teachers in the class-
MOM
Southern Beira state planner,g en-
- pincer T W Taloott of Louisville,
prevented the lecture-demoneindion
and stated that these program at
aid to high school SCiPrICP are de-
vekoed by the Bee Teeepthone M-
oratoria to he tedthers preset
armrest* emdamental concepts to
physical Wiener They are designed
to narrow the wide MP between re-
search laboratory and elms_ ream.
R K Carpenter. local /anthem
Bell manager reported there were
15 nerenne from Murray that at-
tended the meeting last night; za
Terry Shelton, Dodd
Dried& Gary Dogged. Willa Jack-
son. Max Weaver of Murray Mb
&lbw* Mee Donna Herndon, Dou-
dm Tooker, Ladle McDaniel of
Cann/1W OW* 3, Mat nchool. Ver-
non Mn. Heroical PleTne , Bill
Price. R. It Onydrion of Murray
College High Min* James Kane
and Randall fitenheres of Moray
State College.
Paris Hobby Show ,
Opens Today
— moo
 •P• —
The annual Antique and Hobby
Show in Paris opals today at Orove
filth Gym, with hobbiada and gr-
eats from throughout Wed Ten-
nervier exhdinIttrat their collections
ratth4trws will begin setting up
their tetreplaye at 7 30 am !hear-
day The ahoy Mil be open from
10:30 am. to 9 pm. Saturday and
eel reopen at, eggia-Buidely.
One at the hialdnitit• 5threbew
will be the aticitan giferelg Wight
at 7 Dosteneot esskies dellated by
lnosi rnerclhanta alai cleans wig be
motioned Among than are an an-
tique pump organ and a complete
bushes mime of 34 Alexander
Hamton Institute books.
Thine to bidding, door prime will
be' Oven. and there will be a draw-
tog for a 20-pound country tarn
At an Obde Crountry Wore, home-
made foods and crafts will be soh.
All proceeds from the show are us-
ed for Grove High Banal activities
The thow a oanducted by the Grove
Hand Parents Okib.
-Max Russell
Will Head
Itudent Group
In, Student Council elections at
*array High School Priday morn-
tHar
nt, Max Russell. son of Mr and
. Eugene Rusel. was elected.
, Steve Wen, ion of Mr.
Mee Heron Wed. vice-pree-
' Ann Caitlin. daughter of Mn.
Griffin. secretary . and Ltn-
ris daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Strain Hsirra treasurer
Mee representatives named were
ims-86 Eighth , Grade Kathy en-
title (idle/Vex of Mr rind Mrs Al-
bert Cinder, Rita Hanes. diarkiter
al Mr and Mrs Marvin Harris:
Cary Br•aricion. son of Mr arid Mrs.
igen Brandon: and Bob Ward,
sin of Mr and Mrs James Ward:
flita Freshman Ohm, Kathy Hew-
ett. daughter of Mr and Mrs Tam
Maim. Debbie Luther. daughter
a Mr and Mrs Cal Luther, Daie
Nanny son of Mr. and Mrs. Char-
les Nanny and Ernie Whams. am
at Mr and Mrs Wayne Williams
Best year's sephorahre clues 
W 
set-
Lynn hin ed daughter ofsi.d.nd Mrs Harry Wherier. Ada
Wie Hamm daughter of Mr and
or s 1....n Hutson, 13W15M Moody,
gen of Mr end Kra George T.
ligloth and Arai WagAnn arlIgL.
and Mrs J W Wad
Reprmentades for next year's
Jana' and amine dames wiR be
'acted next Wednesday
. The next Council will be hl-
on May 4 in a.ssemblv. lighb-
mie el tar eagealation Ilia
aviivlits. Dew Drop 110,004 UOI
Mr OarY &igen Retiring afncein
are.Frealcient Beverly Goode Vice-
President Max Rumen: Secretary
Paula Aldwenen and Treasurer
Ann Titmorth
-- --
Bids For New Section
Of U.S. 641 Will
Be Opened May 14
FRAPIMPORT. Ky. Apr:1 24 -
Bids for constructing a new section
of US 841 north of Murray in Al-
hefty Cdunty will be opened May
14. Omernor Edward T Breathitt.
and Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward announced today
The relocanort project will begin
at 13th and Chestnut Streets to
Murray and extend northerly to
near Rooth; Grove Church. • dis-
tance of 2 2 miles
The nortract will call for grading,
draining and bladetopping the new
highway whirli wit have a 24-foot
wide driving surface and 10-Tout
unable shoulders. The project is
expected to be completed by this
fall.
Ward approve4 an raccstion of
state fade for this Improvement
lest fall after piermirur studies con-
ductal by the Highway Department
thawed this to be • top phoney
project among other desire/Me pro-
jects orl US 641. and after he had
madS • personal inspection of the
road.
In making the annosuwernent of
the allocation. Ward sad this trip
along U15 MI demon/trate:1 an-
gler*. ttle PritritY of this Pro-
ject, and also the need for an-
proving the rained crossing on
US 641 at Hmel
In February Ward approved an
allocation of state funds for len-
proving the railroad arosalrig He
said US 641 is to be realigned at
the crosang m as to- cross the
Ueda at a 46 degree angle and
elinerate two dawn turns. This
project MB be carried out by state
forces and thoukl be cempleted bi-
er ao year
Weather
Report
kentucky, at genes -- Partly
doted today through Sunday with
scattered dower; and a few thun-
dershowers today and tonight. be-
uisng niore numerous Sunday.
High today 94 to W. Low tonight
around SO.
a.
Woodmen Members
Meet On Thursday
Menders of Ithadinen of the
World Camp 502 met ThursdaY
night. April 22, In the American
Legion Hall and enjoyed a bar-
becue dinner. An initiation of new
members was held after the din-
ner which was Meowed by the bea-
med meeting.
During the business meeting it
a.s voted to snake a substantial
donation to the Murray-Gamely
County Library The members also
voted to make a large donetaon to
the Murray -Calloway County Hos-
pital for the pupae of buying
furniture to be used in the sun
room in the convalescent division
This room was ordinal farm-ab-
ed many years eg0 bY the Wood-
men of the World Amp 592.
Funeral For Milton
Owens Held Today
The funeral for Milton R Owens
of Murray Bute Three will be held
today at 2!30 pm. at the Max H.
Churchiii_Punend Nome Chapel
with Bro Charles Salome and Bro.
Jonathan Koine officiating
Owens. age 43. died Tesuraity
night at use Veterans Hospital in
Neativale. Tenn after an Rinds
a two years He was a veteran of
World War II and a deacon at the
liemenuee lisped Church
-4eurvevors are his wife. Mrs Lou.*
Mohursito Owens. tram daughters,
Mises Ceara and Diane Owens a
Malan Rotate Three three Meer&
ma tare brothels.
Plelbearers MS be Willie Barnett.
Floyd McClure. Wayne llyea-s. J
. Todd. Calvet lalby and Odell*
bilarred. at demean of the
manual Church
Interment will be in the Barnett
Cemetery with the arrangenents
by the Max H Cburch.11 Funeral
Hume
Hazel 4-H Club
Rally Held Monday
The Hazel 4-H Club held their
Conunungy Ray litondee night.
April 19 The meeting was called
to order by lel Craig The pie
to the American Flag was given by
Vicki Pat lamb, the 4-H pledge
by Petneki Paschall The devotion
was green by Danny Nemeth and
Rey Cloy Garrett
Speeches Were made by Danny
Herndon. Wands Garrett and Vicki
Lamb In the Style Review aprons
were modeled by Freda Brandon,
Joan Erwin. Vickie Pat Darn time
Irwin skirts by lAnda Putree and
Becky neat, skirte and biomes by
Jell Craig. and Wanda Garrett, pay
dothes by Panda Paerhal
Del Scull. Flahard Gee and Ro-
bert Weems denemetrated thetr
electrical exhibits Jo Ann Irwin
and Preda Brandon demonstrated
making Cookies
Travel In North Vietnam Is
Reduced. Move From Cities
By DONALD H. MAY
United Pres International
WASHINGTON - Nearly two
months of US bombing raids have
produced Mane signs of strain In
the Cletimuntst regthie in North
VS Nam. US. ortiollati mid today.
Administration sources cited re-
ports that travel has been rehired
in the southern portions of North
VS Nam during the dayttene
They abo mid there was evidence
of some movement of people out of
mayor cities, preformed,' as a pre-
caution assume US barthing of ur-
ban arms, ale& so far the United
States has not done.
Officials conceded. however, that
the bombings thus far have resulted
tin no indication of any Oanweesed
den to alter their policies In
Ithe gar in Saab Viet Nalt1 or to
agree to any menus nagatations.
Maps For Effect
In the king run, however, offic-
ials nape the nods we eEl-
sately have an effect on North
Viet Nana Minimum to continue
Lice war
Adminigantion °acids made
cleesi that the United States fee
the tame being has no gime far
mituslicreases In UM aggionsi
They ash no denaida have beat
trade beyond the recently deceas-
ed Mans to boost U.S. forces %nth •
I few thousand additional man. MIS
increaae has already been started,
Glinotale have displayed increas-
ing concern over criticism of US.
policy on Viet Nam around the
country, putecuhrty on college
campuses. The State Department is
eteggring im its program of sending
theaters to exbain US. paxy to
college and other groups arouud
the country
dask's Speech Meat
Friday night Secretary a awe
tennis.. on Page Three)
Tommy Workman Is
Listed As Good
Tammy Workman is Mud in Pxod
condition this mamma at Murray
Ingsgella atter • tractor accident
yeeleeday lie mailed mmorang
burning as he was prozeeding down
the highway near Lynn Grove driv-
ing a tercet, paling a vagon.
At he locked clown to find the
mem of the litre he he a CUIVIirt.,
airmails hen utf the teacart Work-
man. N years of age is reported in
goal csandition Apparenth gene
pert at the vector got hue as he
Ibial s.st legit:co ikon
the talibeig.
aterfield Picks Senate
Races He Says lie's Behind
By CAROL/ MAISTIN
l'ated. Perm laiereallimal
FRANKFORT. Ky - it.
Goy Harry Lee Waterneki seed to-
day he could pie* the men bell
back for the state Senate without
any help from the governor's 'In-
formed sources"
"They're not orey trying to dictate
whole going to be eiected. but
they're trying to dictate who every-
body's supposed to be for. nickel-
ing me." he said in an intereasis
WaterSesh explained UM he is
hacking amdidatee in 10 Satiate
primary races not 12 as an un-
named adrtheserenon source IMO
quoted recently - and he eint **-
Um to concede any of them.
The bestment governor. who is
presiding canoe of the Semite said
he was "encouraged by the pro-
spects" in each race. but declened
to nuke any predictions
He did erne:fame. however, that
he hid ont taken add in either
Use 2nd or 12th District race& de-
spite being assigned candicidee to
each by the administration aidt..-
E.
Gov Edward T Breathitt is
Molting Wendell Ford. 01OSPISIS-.
buro In the 5th Diarlot of Antes
and Hancock counties. "I'm for
dap Gardner. but there's not Meath
me commenting on teat rani.'
Wiser! is seed
Oardne r , the incumbent. was
ilariegooked by Watertseld to be
Senate majority leader in the )504
General Asseentity and there is no
deubt at wraith candidate Is so
Matt camp teas thrtnir
"I'm very stinng for Did Pry-
mere or Madisonvele, very resat for
him.- Waterneed mid of the 5th
DIbtrict race. The adminetration
candidate from that district of
loon. Oak:Med HopiarIS trld Rit-
Lean counties a Inks Dillingham,
of Dawson Springs
Incumbent Seri PdarvIrt Ildweirds,
of Lawrenceburg, is "entitled to be
re-ehoted" from the Nth Destrict
of Fra.nn, Shelby. Seat, Spencer
and Anderson counties, according
to Walerfield The administration
mayor% former Ociv Lawrence 'W.
Wetherby in this contest.
In what nay be the teligilefft nice
of them ail..;the Nth Deana a
Oldham. Trimbie. Gond Galla-
tin. Hairy and Owen counties. Ma-
terfidd mad
'Well be for Thin Hanle cr
VlarativIlle as vigeroude as lie MOW
hos-There% no one more qualified,
(Ciadiasieg On Page Three)
Progress Report On West Fork Watershed Is
Made By Brown Tucker, Contratting Officer
Brown C 'Tucker. Oontracting Of-
beer for the Wei Feet Olarka Ris-
'er Weterthed Armenia" District
has trade • progress report an the
waterehed to members of the Con-
gregational Delegation concerned
with the area and to members ce
the. Board of Directors of the Con-
servancy District
Hila reports to these people con-
cerned with the lath area of the
munte Involved is conividered to be
erheettkeent attend to the people
• cialiamay County to pubteh his
report in se entirement.
The report at Mr Tucker ts as
Mama
Sy Strewn C. Tacker
The purpose of the report is to
advise you of the progrem being
made in the devdopnent of the
Wed Park d Clarks River Water-
abed Coneervancy District In the
paragraph below is a brief state-
ment of the history of the project.
The Wart Plan, Maned with the
US Soil Coneervanon &svelte, was
authorised June 30. 1060 Area 10,-
140 area In Calloway. OfIly.S. Mar-
▪ and McCracken awned Bs-
%mated met $4 482.000 with the
,
0
_
•
• ••••:
Conservancy Destrin providing ap-
Pmeilielak $160.000 thru tax
revenue.
The recommended plan of the U.S
Army Gera of Enerineem for chan-
nel Improvement on the man
channels of ilia Mis West Fork
Ciarts River is ed at be.-
3110.000 with the Conservancy M-
ends. both Fait and Wed Pats.
Proekbrer $200.000 Tad oat In-
cluding the improvement of 1014.
Fork Clarks River main channel
112172,000 Federal mestance $12.-
523.000 Local 5410.000. If the cat
ad °bathing land rights end ad-
ministration of the District us-
time at present levels the kcal
caste will be reduced by as much as
lot
Lead Thalami:
Peeper had treatment la the beitc
dement at weterthed projects Land
treatment is interrelated with
struotial measures as • means et
achiering rived prevention and exit-
trot of erosion
A eaterthed program and week
plan provide a kind treatratat
gram for the efficient and elf
allimusa at 401 ligut viehin •
More thin 60% of the planned
bind tradiant have been
appeed There are 2016 fermis In
die watershed, of which SW Sr.
district coopeentaa and UN ,INee
baeir farm conserestion plane Of
the 750 acres of tree planting need-
ed. 419 acres have been panted Of
the 1.340 scree of waterway devedop-
ment needed. 245 af rrit have been
developed Ce the 183 acres of ari-
tics) areas needing treatment. 175
acres have been treated, this ram-
paging this part of the megrim.
Critical areas are not Ignited to
farm lands Some of the areas con-
tributing the mot damage and slit
occurred on state and county road
banks More than two miles of
state acid county mad tiaras ham
been trite dlto Kahn as • coop-
project The WPM Fiat
River Watershed owlet -
Patriot. US Sot] Coruserat-
es. Kentucky Department of
ye. Cleaves Onurity Fliaral
and landowners all worked
Ceutimed Ow' Page Tares)
• —_
,
•
•
•
-
•
t.
'
•
't
_
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TUE 1.111)cen is TIMES -
THE LEDGER Irt TIMES
sUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHIN
G COMPANY. Inc-
Consolidation of the Murray Le•dmr, The Callow
ay Tomo, and T.
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, Wed the Wed K
entiacioan, JILDu
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=
We reserve me r.ght to reyect one Advestsaing
, Lenora to ta Rare,
ae Public yoke loons wrath, ut Me minion, ere aut for
 the OM in-1 The .41masec 
•
moot olt our modem.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIV NALLAM_s War co, It
o
mattlson Ave., Memphis, Tenn., nms & Bldg, 
ew York, NY.
ogliembeeson Bldg, Dentin, M.
tarred at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Cris Maga.
• SLIISCRIPTION RAT. By Carner 111 Murray. Pee week 300. Pak
. eag. Callosvoy sod adeaseig cousins, per 
yew, #4.11; eine
88.80.
elks 011110•110•6 CWIC .6•••1 Oi • CAMPLIDUJIUT is es
howdy at Its Newspaper
SATURDAY - APRIL 24, 1965
Quotes From The News
By FRIE111D Mtge LNTICKNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - Secretary of State Dean Ru
sk, on re-
...-.
•In gent criticism of U S.,pplicy in 73outheast 
Asia:
"This has become a very small planet We h
ave to be
"-•• concerned with all of It."
ANNE!
SAYREVILLE. N.J. - Virginia Zuni-Ink. 16, In a n
ote left
before she and her teen-age sweetheart di
ed in a suspected
double-suicide by flre:
"I want to be buried with Jack."
eno
aro, EAST DUBUQUE. Hi - An adult flood
 volunteer in bat-
Ming the rising Mississippi waters:
".1.7.• -You know Its the kids who saved us from th riv
er and
'1  do it year after year up and down th
e valley."
oge
M.
•••
T.Wl•
mak.
1•••-etoe.
Minnesota's
By Vatted Prate iarmatimal
Satunkey, Aril W. the
114th day of 1965 with 251 to fat-
The
low
as a apprcaciag Oa new
phase
The maenad; star a Saturn
The reeding rani are Idlers and
Jupiter.
American ortist They Sorg was
barn this Ali sa leek
Oil ../es day la Mowry:
▪ the Amnion Dews-
paper to be publeitted an a regular
tan the Horan Nemolaiter, as-
potrecl for the fat tane.
In 1877. Precedent Rutherford B.
Hayes ordered the removal of fed-
eral troops from New Orleans. end-
ing northern rule in the South fol-
lowing the owe War.
In 11011. Spain declared ear on
the Mated States after receiving
an AinallOPLI iiitaniaLUM to withdraw
from CUM
In 163. Winston Churrion a as
knighted
A thought lcz the cry. German
pegranher Heed said. "Life has a
value only when a has sznether
voluthe as ita object."
Land
Transfers
. QXFORD, Miss - Author Robert Penn
 Warren, quoting J Lynwood Warns and others to
Use late William Faulkner at the University of
 Mississippi: Gomm Reaves and Damon Iona;
-No man can cause more grief than by blindly clingin
g to hot In Colikee Terrace Subdivision
the beliefs of his ancestors" 
L. S. Ron ard others to Ober-
mon Borders and others; three slam
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES & TIM= FILE , Shama/ter ad ahem, 12 aces in
Mira Rub ye South was the speaker at th
e meeting of the .Cailoway County.
"asow Mornay Train:rig &hood PTA held at the scho
ol. Miss 0Ia I "gars Peol 
Bogard and others to '
Wrack's second grade gave the devotion 
Marrs Thomas Beard and ahem I
p. 44mee ag_Lggraoet_aga_r_Dan Taylor are par-1
9%.1:1%t t.
I
SO^. 
Mc:tinting in the Army's Exercise Desert lioCi-VT =Mt 
-
Oaten Rock, Nevada 
• Marin Thome ' "afir
property ofrottopheay es
• James Dale Clopton of Freed Coth
am Sheet Metal of arra Tionnis Boat an
d
=_iillirray, just ,retuned from a week at Dayton, Ohio, where
 he I others to Jana Pal gam' and
es "Attended a school it the ;Chrysler factory. 
• togas property on Higtimalf 54-
ai. 
Plans are virtually complete for one of the best horse 
sh00% mark* Theme allanl and
ZOO-
Murray High ForA Society Horse Show will be held at
 Hollittol achigso m..;
Stadium iday 6.
ao Yews AT) This Week
1.1131* 
. 1
' Pet Vernon Thompson has died from wounds
 received
-*hue in action in Iwo Jima Reported woundd in acti
on this Ise street.
.., . _ week are tOrt Bernard D Compton. Pt Holmes 
Zack, and Mat Rpm Hughes and others to in the Natthre
ll LIM? ,'. 
, .
no - Pvt °Mt 0 Drinkard Pvt. Alfred Duncan has 
been reported R. L. Ward and others; lot in Whit
- eththlath
o•-• intssing In action in Germony 
nell Sena 
wised out Pittsburgh, 4-3 LAM Arill-
Leon Boyd and others to I. 0 . _ ,,,,__,_
........ Deaths reported locally were John Thomas Latham, B
oyd Brandon and others, 42 scree `'" '''`-` nigtheri 84n PVIth
-
....7 Bradley, and A. 11 Waldrop. age 92. 
Oationse 01313/18T 
1 CISCO. 9-8. in 11 women Milwaukee
.200 Hitters
Dangerous
BY FRED DOWN
CPI Sports Writer
The linuaesota Twists me buistro
veT l ao much masa that men their
AIR MUMS are delagercer
ihmeree catcher Jerry Zimmer-
mon Ms been in tbgAggeorp our
years-one wath the ClatlifieeAl Reds
god niece with the Terms-wed Ine
yet to hit ha first hams MS or
triple Re started the =rent sea-
son with a 217 area beelleg ov-
erage •II/:1 the hope tint mons&
Sam Mete hadn't kimonos- AN
The 10-year old naive of Ciasha.
Neb . swung the biggest bey in the
Minnesota rack Pixley raglo, how-
ever, who. he delivered the keg hil
in the 'reins' come-brooniterand
6-6, 10-tnning sectary over the De-
that Tigers The victoty streioned
the Thiene, winning star to Ave
games and gave them a 6-1 meson
mart in the y•oung American Loll
Kent Chases
Zimmerman, entered the
WOO as a raFEWMIIIIMI reanag,
catcher Deny Beam, got one of his
faro areas tor gam maim asnele-
tam Harmon Ellibrow and Jigs-
2.551 waked to open the 0th.
Bob Allleon. another of the litatie-
acts Mote nai threats. find out but
than Zimmerman whistiegd a One
aide ca reliever Prod Galan to
dere In the run that inagpid a
6-6 tie An error by Jerre folder
pertnithel the sand run of the
Mang to asore.
Tba news rocked Jen Graft fo
r
Ave runs In the first, Inning red
Al Katinet Moor rave them a II-4
laid in the seventh The Thies
Ned the more to du aloha pall
ognomoonta-akil_gg a rusomistss luidisild
out by Allison and a`siii
tee.
Incerana rein! pitchers Bill
• Pier Dave SasselL. Jerre larnow
and Al Wanthington head the Tigris
to one rim and four tots for the
Ong a 2-3 innings with wall:mul-1 the victory
len sod ahem pmglieley on Mar I
Road 1130 Sr ilimaire Wartman The Ha
rtman (Snake beat the
Rad. on Re
d Sox. 4-2. the Chicago
Fifteen Calloway men, including two transfers, will leav
e
- here for Induction May 3, and ten men, Including f
our trans-
• .lers, go for pre-induction May 3.
Tonunye D. Taylor, son of Mr and Mrs. J. T Taylor, left
Bait week for final examination in the Army ALE_Dorps, 
He
. 't•"7'' was accepted and la- aasigned to Sheppard Field, Texa
s_
dia• • -
tolgen; 4.1 acres on lighwar 504.
Moran Outland to Howard Ha
••
• and others, ane acre on New Mh-
o • niataLla • TIMES nine MY and 
Puss Vika Public Road
Rosette Duncao Zee Duncan.
Murray's undeniable claim as the "Birthplace of Radio
"' 46, B. to
• was broadcast over WMC Memphis Wednesday aft
ernoon in 1""` - -auto out/and. kit in Nomad Park
program put on by the Young Business Men's Club of M
ur-
iav with Prof L .1 Horton, secretary of the Chamber of Co
m-
= merce and a member of the club, as weaker. and Max B. 
Hurt,
presidont of the orgaruz.atioo .as announcer.'
Deaths reported this week were Mrs Hubert Hooper, age Locka, lot W Wrainell ad-
.36. John David Borkeen, age 48, R. L. Miller. age 74,
 and Mrs.
dawn.
Dona Man.sfield, age 'T3.
•
30 Years Ago This Week
Catkohy Cooney.
, Sherman Borders and atom to
Eat k-.. .i's ar..1 caters. three acres
la Ca... dA.I.N nisi.
h :4 Miler air others to Terry
ever t obe held la Wes
tern Kenterly. The -second annual clitw"
 Rdmel-likelett Nal
Max Lovett and others to Jam
Hay Garrison and others. pro-
per" on Casa Camp Crourr Rood
Oda Panes and ,abers to R. L
Ward and others iot noWeet Pop-
Gene Dais Starke and others to
Joe Schneider end others. property
an Highway 641
T F Hughes and others to Ftuth
Huglies. Mn on North 5th 'Street.
Roth Hughes to T Hughes and
other; Mn on Ncrth 5th Street
Monk A Allbritton tO Patty All
D. Barter LecireO and others to
U. Sam Roddy. lot in W. lo Ma-
sa addition.
Sian Roddy to Marian W.
J C. ElcbmWm and others 0
= Announcement has been made of the man-Sage of Miss Henry
 Loma and other.. proporoy
Inealter, dattghter of Mr. and Mrs Gardte' Lassiter of 
to °boomer 
Concord. to O James Jennings of Graham They are both wa
s= A Cope and others to
:,;„ teachers in the Graliorn Consolidated School. 
, Orville Hendrick end others. one
"or""---- Wart began- Wedfleaday-MiSiggai on 
the laying of ap- In ii3eflowaT Ceemilf.
rusamately 47.700 feet of sewer lines. 
En Downs acid (there ter3 Mrs.
mr.
HELP IV-ANTED-
Aggressise otitie mon to de latter and sale', in
old established retoil store.
Apply in own hendwriting if interested in per-
manent employment
BOX 12-L, MI HAAT, KENT“ KV
0. J. Miller and (*hen, property
ni Galloway CcitaitY.'
' Cherie, Thomae Board and
I odors to E, 8 Roberts and lianen
' Thomas; 31.7 acres on Ifighway04.
R, L, Career and otheri to
Chester Flotanwri and others. MO
1124118M of :end on Kersorke-Teraro
hem ate ism
NET') At MOTHER'S DAY GIFT??
•
LERMAN'S
will hate over 2560 bright and pretty
Summer Dresses on display during
THEIR ANNUAL DRESS CARNIVAL
Starting Wednesday, April 28
•
eters0000laenoseinag  ;""ii"
-.•
.
•
•
Prenteri Hoed and others to len-
Whre Sox defeeted the Wsehmelbso
awakes. 5-3 and the Cleveland
dos•ned the Kona Cray A's
6-2 in ocher games. Lis Angeles at
New York was rained out.
I aka shut cast Phadeepean 
4-0,
beat H. Bogard and ahem pro-
pert), on Graham Rani Rural
H5chis ay 1006
Alfred Lorratne lateen and
ahem to John C Waertennaug and
others, km Is CoLleue Heights Ad-
d/anon on Wein Dris e
A' W likneth and othens to Ada
boron and others property in Clan
bay OutintY
Calloway County art Improve-
ment Ahociation 011/M1 BellingT
ton. deed of common on property
near Con building
Attidaextt. of Dement of Hanord
Adam deceased. to Connie Miunfi,
IAPCM Adams. Ronald Adorns, arid
Fonclis Kay Adams
at Chicago was ranted out
J.
M
-
an. •
ar-
 1411...11.1wriegimemMe
1111191t14. Try OK If
•
•
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17-Wies,1tagers Have Found
Themselves Again; Laugh At '64
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sparta Writer
Johnny Padres and the Los Ange-
' :es Dodgers cein limb off 1904 as the
lost ear" became both the man
nod the team ho.e found than-
oases &gran
A World Series to t-tung hero
In loss arid 1963. Podree a o batter-
ed with arm rruseries in 1964 and
Mint win game all year He was
on the dietabled kid (mm June ii
. to apt. 13. underwent eargerY so4
started the 1964 season as one a
beashaals bee questionmark.s.
But as they say m the Los Ange-
ls elabhome. all's wen with the
Dodgers when Johnny is bending
thaL elbow in first-class style
Wig& is merle whet, Padres
, did Priclay night when he pitched
!a Inaba four-hitter in hes first
gad 0( the season to give the Doti-
topers a toe van over the Phi lolphia
1
 Mgr. It was ra Roo in
Illifelonal League convex :n sIiL
amt. Ie. HMI and his first oei-
' Ore genie shutout since July IS.
161111.
more et encoded the re-
mediable mooed or the Dodger stau
shah is shaping up as one of the
Mireneest in dueball history.
MAJOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
Araerran League
W. L. Pet.
lenneklio 6 1 on
Chicago 6 3 66'e
Drama . 5 3 635
Houton 4 3 571
'aidllosare 4 4 MO
Oberelend 3 3 500
Ins Aegis 3 4 en
New Tent 3 5 375
Weelregien 3 3e0
Ftotan Roberts saaatored rune hits
Nat contributact a three-rim double
00 the Chides' puno fair-lit .5-
to win his first mane of the
sown and the 772nd of his career.
Roberta' double came off realm
Jen Lonborg in the thsrd Ening.
Lee Thomas hampered for :be Red
teat
Danny Cater. obtained Irons the
Philtre Miring the off-se_, snap-
ped • 3-3 atirthonnang tie with a
troorun homer to he Bob Looker
win 111111 first game Bill frowron
and Ken Berry ha key doubles for
the wbate Sox wink Ed Brinkman
had two hits for the eenatark
Rocky Colarito. the 'lard a Cleve-
land tans. doubled home one run
and sawed two as the Indiana gain-
ed their second Amide ham vic-
tory flick Donovan and Luis Tat
collaborated In a iihnhieber with
Tient homing she A's to two tilts
ane striking nut five in the het fall/
inrunra Jim Gentile homered for
Kansa Cry.
Driver. power of :attorney arid Mit-
germ of authority.
Galen UTeaint4. Jr and
'Ahem to R. L. Ward and Wren
lot on Crestwood Drive In Wang&
Dates.
L. Redden In Tate_ or
Eirain Chapel Mediocre Otereal,
Parts District: property in Cello-
way County.
T. P iturthers and othero to Her-
o.00t, Mr% censer of attorney.
Bale Jones arid others to Weil
Pore °tarts River Waterthed Con-
moan, Damn- sanneto citotle-
mown on property in Galloway
*An
Connie Adana and ethers to An-
num U. sou tar others, two ants
(dined in Galloway county. •
Parrs gmatts
L. Aroma eit N Y , ppd . rain
Chicago 5 Wirtagion 3, data
lam. Dqt 6, 10 Inapt night
elesseand 6 Kamm O. WWI
4 Mani 2. Mid*
hay% nhaeser-
Las Angers ea New- York. 2
Champ at Washington. 3
Boron at Baltimore
Karr Cry at Okeraillif '
likereolla at Detroit
1islyilor Peer; and others tO Owed
Blibriston. qua alum dent to pro-
pary In Calaway County
Bryan IFTaylor and others to
Ise 0. -Wilson, kit on South 7th
Veterans Adanistratam. W. J. Street.
- . •
•
•
• ••••.•ei.
Nadessed League "
W. L, Pr. °GIL
Ica Angeles 6 2 750
Chicago1.3 AR
Pleibiburge 5 4 566
Cincinnat I _ 5 4 36e
Ptdrdelphia 4
San Prancisoci 4
Melmatee 3
Roman 4
New York 4 6 an
eit. Louts 3 o 375
FrWaye Realts
L. at (Si., aid. wet grounds
gt. Louis 6 Clintennau 3 mat*
Koos 4 Pia 3. 13 am. night
L Angeles 4 Phika. 0. night
N. Y. 9 /I Pea 5.11 Inits raght
Seadars Omens
Mineaulase at Craw 2
New York at Ban Protected 2
Philecriphir 145 Angeles
Pletabineh at Houston
64. L,cmge at Ckracianati
4 ---
5 444
4 4.6
6 400
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
USING ISIONITS liESELT111
, in a two-titter end tour-baters.
No team bog soared mere thee
lthree runs MRS* dina
Muck out these. He yielded a din-
Poore, walked too batters and
ble to Male ....Hen in the ftz*ut inn-
It g and then retired nine nien
in order before walking Dick seaseee
ni the fourth He had a one-hitter
going kilo the seventh when mules
be Alex Johnson and Carkie Babe
paled> threat but he retired the
AllartailD WSW*
1118407 WU& gal*, a double by
1111121, Dans and Tommy Dane
awake el sidled the °odors
So tee ems in the ern inning zed
they added sheik runs in the sixth
seal seventh Wangs to tag Jim
Bunning an his second setback
mama one notorr.
St Lotus Oarsman downed
the Cincinnati Reds 6-3. the gnus-
ton Aatros nipped the Fitheasegb
Pirates. 4-3. In 12 tnnengs and the
New York Meta soared a II-11 tri-
umph over the elan Peonenoo CMOs
in 11 Innings In other games MU-
co tree at Chicago was rained toe
14'
2
254
3
By United Press international
Teals
Beirrane 7 Onion 0
Murray 6 Western 2
Mane Tenn 6 Lantern Ky 2
FOlt CORRECT
TIME anti
TEMPERATURE
DIAL
DAY OR MIGHT
75106363
vrnv
PEOPLES BANK
et
Morose. Kentucky
AL flare
In the American League, Mtn-
nettoo defeated Detroit, 5-4. 11311*-
more defeated Boston. 4-3. altengo
beat Wedeogeon. 5-1. Lod olovelarid
tapped Kama City. 6-2. Los Sege-
l. at New York as mead out
Bob Orem the °alkali' 1964 I
Wald Serra hero, walked seven
but struck out nett and allowed
telb atx las to winning his second
genie of WM Curt Mood led the ,
Canaan& 12-bit attack by driving i
In three runs mai a homer arid
singie and Lou Brfick Tao Pom-
mes and Phil osg..ino bad tWo
has each.
anew leaubis ongle tooted Al
grangler from second base wart two
..at in the 12th taro to Mee
Houston rester eraser Dave Cala
his semnd victory Bob Bruce shut
nit the Pores unite the eighth
when doubles by Gene Anse and
Gene Preens and a dingle by Wig*
Stamen were the big blows of a
game-Wen tires-run natty
The gra. who boiled by 6-1 after
two maw tied the score be War'
L110 rUn• In the rehth irEing
and feliz-in the Mita ilrer-oner
oat is this lite when Caul
k
South's saceltke fly brought hear
Joe Chnoteoiller litentro by !too
111•101•Xlft air Jere Gander a ere
the big brass of die tour-run 
ninth
Jim Ray Mul hamesed foe the
Giants.
THOMAS
GROCERY
?rink Traits - Vegetables e
Prams reeds -
Toys - looks and
' Mode Supplies
FREE DELIVERY AFTER
4 00 P.M. on $5 or more
Mayfield Rd near 5 Pointe
Phone 753-5531
1
"IF WE DON'T HAVE IT.
WE'LL GET IT"
Lake - Farm - Residential,
505 Wein Main Street
- Phone - Nights... '
753-1651 753-31124
SHOLAR'S
- AUTO IMPAIR
"WE TEST NEVER
GUESS"
All Makes - All Models
WORK GUARANTEED
205 S. 7th St.
Phone 753-1751
WILSON USED CARS
"Our COMPACTS Are A Little 
Better"
Your Choice of Many Makes and 
Models
- Before You Buy, See Us! -
103 N. Seventh Street Phone 
753-4841
1VALDROP:1SAW AND LOCK.3110P
•io,T1111 BEST OF SERVICE AT 
LESS COST!
"We Make Keys for Every Lock"
207 So Pth Street Call 753-82
33
Anommie 
WE AgE PLEASED Tc.) ANN
OUNCE TUE
APrOINIKENT OF
J. RONALD TALENT
As a Registered Representative 
in our
Paducah office
•
The Kentucky Company
III Guthrie Building 
Kentucky
4
LOOK! LOOK!
NEW 23 RECTANGULAR
COLOR TUBE
111 The KEDVALIC Model LG6315Masterpiece Color TV(22' menet visional. 265 ee. in* viemeis ad
SEE ( °LOH TELEVISION AT 
ITS FINEST!
We Have An ADMIKAL Color TV
To Fit YOUR Budget
ADMIRAL COLOR TV IS THE ONL
Y ONE THAT
MAKES IF, 23 and 25"
Admiral.
EASY TERMS -
DICK & DUNN
TV & ELECTRIC SERVICE
Its s. 12th Street .111i_arraz Ky. 712-MW
WE HAVE A
COMPLETE LINE
OF JANTZEN
BEACH WEAR
The 811vtitst suit
on the beech -
.tSlopt Petrol."
to fit by ,Jerlizen
S. 
In stretch nylon,
In control of the situation,
Vdth the ext-aatrergth
of Lycra, Spandex.
The striped bra I. brats
buttoned, piped In a snap-So
Color complementing the
Solid swim shorts. 8-11. CO•40•
With TI, e matching braid-trimmed Jacket,
griped in a blend of cotton end Orlon* acrytIc.
•
•
•
RS
ter"
odels
3-4841
K1
,R
/6
isl
[NEST!
NE THAT
IN
ICE
•53 -303•7
J
it suit
le beach -
Pai101,"
y JantIen
itch nylon,
* aituldiall
er oth
l* Spends%
is bra3$
a ntap-10
CO.CO.
jacket.
*acrylic.
Etntzeti
•
• - •••-is • SO •••• • • 4. • v - . • t. to • It t; Itt V..' • ' * • 40. Wora 4.1••
1
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• 55,899 Americans Are Habitti Users Of
Nar,e4ics;Aioy Others Are Not Known
EDITORS NOTE: ThStaglib4q$ liotik.:04••••ao the bu-
* 'Americans have consigned theta- *eau.
selves to • hying death through Uee A illiglallbeOlnike Delegable" of
of rat/oodles In the following dim- these peoOle are so-uituud aludicul
patch. lest of two, a UPI reporter addicts: Victims of cilia* hiness,
tells idlest the government trying ternonal cancer patieuli. deelmes or
tu do about the pnoblem. nurses who've enocumbed to the
temptation of easy access to drugs.
By LOUIS CASRELS
United Press International 
But the overwhelming majority
WASHINGTON UPI - 
The are mamba and Ineeeure monis
U Berme of Narcotics knows the 
who hove turned to narootics as *
natnes of 55•99 trnancans who are 
wily of escaping from the demands
• habitual users of heroin. morPhthe &nd !nutlet*" a life.
ur other narcotic drupe It figure* "Most addicts are individuals who
ohere are a few thousand others dropped out of school at an earty
woe•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 1.11hriwy
fitroalw
1-Mature 11-Ctimbing
S-A stabs Wants
(abbr.) 7-Conjunction
s-tease S.Secret
12-Land
measure 
e.aigionitpos,ary
12-Trana-
artesian
14-Mee's
nickname
15- Walk
untteadlly
111-Youngetor
17-Preposition
111-Worrn
ii. Mans
nieknarn•
le-Sureical
Dread
11-11swiats
24-61 iiitory
saelstant part
Mt Posed for 11-5,10.4
portrait streetcar
Coorly 32.L•rnproy
20•Originat•
Mt Sleeping.
slaknoss fly
34.114ree4 for
drying
111•Cerdod cloth
(el )
119.5chodu10
et • Ca II fee
46.Cravat
441•0•11n1.4
artieie
et Vast Owen,
60•14utltwest.
torn Indian
11. Egropsa
62.00004
as
1104-At ISM Mac*
63.Uneraated
KINN
57- Faesaimuwa
-DOWN
ooti email
I-Preots
S•Oocupfed
elixir of
•utho•ity
aholtw
10-Man's earri•
II-Mexican
laborer
19. Exist
20.Piaces
22-Afternoon
party
23-Malt. lac•
24-Perforrn
Ili•Angor
27•Frightsnod
suddenly
22•Oisttrin•
29•Fsotlik•
Ammar Is Yesesetley's Pane
1111U '-1203 SIDOM
MM0 MAW 1033M
NSMOM 00M0 3M
M00 mom 004
M00 00100 aams
R3 =IV 300
ORMINCIA MUMIRA
00M 7.1300 00
3009 UORN 003
MOR 0000 OWV
Bq MIR ROOM
ROW 2RMR k00
RNMis MPIMN APR
24 Period of
tine
37 Fondled
39 Suotsd
R•latir•
41-Prefix: down
42 Masticate
43.LearnInd
44Th. Gamut'
47-Rabbit
41- Smooth
110-1Impioy
el -Pronoun
soli4 maw NBA 1°
iia
mil•a 14
il
0.16
Oil
01
Sgailliii
aii
......11i U
al WWI
uNiiii MIMI
id mono IN
id •IP•danfil
MMEM
_
Rid SW
WV IMO Itaii 11
N Sig Oila ma .........-..a.......al MA ma
. by t ratan 8indicata. Ise.
CROSSWORD PDZILE
ACROSS
1.Postilite Wirt
4-Fond desire
S. Di wre•rged
S gue
12-Danien one
dlyieloo
13 10.1•11
1$-C 
IS Performance
lay • llouWa
obi j
17-areat Lake
19-Farew
lt figs
10-614.6dow
55•Den
a 2 - Vilepthloss
Nevins
23.Man's
nickname
24-PasbNot
$3 Intortsrfoi.
SS- Pronoun
Militias le
middle
01•16xIstod
IS- Lures
• Prittanttv.
OW4
SWOolleurn•
M•Murried
ile•Tewtoois
117. trite gone
119.1Ynder•
ground part
of plant
40 Piaaen
4, Prenoun
42 C ni emery
carbon
49 In wools.
Sib
44-OsinJunetlen
411•11elor Wes
ee.restiseirro.
eon noble
4 Winter
wealelis
60 ear•oeseins
mammal
62 Seers
SI • es ys
14 liner*
-II Greek letter
DOWN
1-Ottehlen
b-Flovel
I VS, 01
4-Pronoun .
WSW..
11- Bags
7-Weird
lisaronisia
11-OrisetIng
10-Ariontas
11.epasint
16- Symbol for
tantalum
111- P  not
31-Pieces of cut
timber
12 • Sector' el. 
siet's wire
es•atclk•
14-M•n's
In NO knagn•
e Servant
27-Quarrel
s SUrnolat•
10-Arrny meal
111-1111ernten
119-41selvos
311-Aria
la tattler
V. Anent
age, who have no skins other than
Criminal 4.11.1s. and who have ex-
tremely low degrees of trioilolotion
to conform to osual soatil customs,"
mays Dr. Harris Isbell, dire:Sax of
the famed U. S. Public Ite.1 Ith
Service hospital for addicts at Lex-
ington. Ky.
Used By AU
Other dangerous habit -forining
drugs such as 'pep pilLs" ampheta-
mines and "goof balls" barbitur-
ates are being %teddy used in Am,
los by all sasses pectole. Includ-
ing teen-spits from "good" fami-
lies. Dig addiction to narootirs ta
esaantrally • phenooserion cd urban
galenite& More than 80 per omit of
the known riareotice addicts live in
New York Chicago, Lot Angeles or
Detroit. More than 75 per cent am
members of disadvantaged minor-
ity t.-Negroes. Puerto Ricans,
and Meacens.
Anyone who has ever had a shot
of morphine before an operation,
or a dose of paregoric to stop stom-
ach cramps. known how sto °piste
effaces the mind. It prochices a
dreamy, floating -out-Of-the -wand
state in which real-life problems
are forgotten layer plant
fantasies The regular umer becomes
psychologically and physically de-
pendent on narcotics.
Stator he can buy narcotics only
throtall illegal channels. the ad-
dict pays deerly far thern-an att-
empt tS for • got of heroin that
will keep hem going fcr a few haws
at beat. He is ran* anie to hokl
down a job, and Is mealy too uns-
ire to caninnt a trims of violence.
To Meow tee habit, he emir or
Weenies a snail-scale "pusher." re-
ending narcotics to other addicts.
141111leo Yield
The Senate wiveratgation sub-com-
nate*. which conducted an extern- Maim of these hanks arta:Mere
wive inquiry Into the reenation trig-
"eitgusalY tutmeitille." A man who
ac lest yew. eselnaded that It is tm for tire or ten relit. With no
yields about $350 mann a year kr
the Madal-ccotrodel underworld
mime syndicates Math tigialy oon-
404 1420101iale (Mothball:in a her-
oin. grata
'The profits re 01101130111S 009
2/ laikgram 32 pounds of aillein die
be purchased from alket biboestorke
A.a.a.. to Ywasseima• tor
!drama cum moo
Qmw unT moc
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. I owe Feature nYmbrote. Inc.
AT .114 SITE Cf
.7121.23
gied kno tete United been*
adulterated with milt ewer siad
q u wine and divided Mb mall
par Mrs tor retell alle, ft will bring
$225 000 owe So prevent then reaping into
In an effort to stamp out thee Mak dig habits This rebabilitation
*Mau racket. Congress has kin panatbre would be compubory. end
poled fever* and trinede penal- snie addict who declined to CO *ro-
tas tar lalaisi pamension or sale ot ugh with k Medd become 'uteri
nemesia& The minimum semen& liggeleamient ender ihe old
Jo-simpIs posoestion of nomad= edmilaall petallike-
MI6 no evidence of intent to sell
hope of parole, has latzie inceedive
for overcdrrang the Odedta at per-
aonanty and education wbich kid
210n hito dependency on drugs.
As for thaw Mame sole offense is
ponseSion umenhes that is ad-
dle:ft net acceand et paidling -
..essedgil
OUSEN 'LIZ-AUTO is 39 years old on April 21, a point at
which a lot of women like to stop having birthdays. This
photo of her was made In Canterbury at the royal Maundy
Thursday ceremony when she performed an ancient alms
custom. The ruling monarch at that time distributes coins
to the number of men and women equal to his or her age.
She distributed /19 pence (45 cents) to 39 men and 39 wom-
en. A set of these collector's Items is valued at around
156,000 on the U S. market_
PROORESS REPORT...
!Continued From Page One)
and co p-:-atel tj treat these road
banks.
Structural Measures:
Seventeen Floottgliter Retarding
Structures were authorized in the
Soil Conservation Service work plan.-
Five have been completed and are
performing satisfactorily. These five
structures provide a sediment pool
storage of 647 acre feet and flood
pool storage of 2696 acre feet.
This moans that approximately 30'i
of floodwater retarding measures
have been completed.
Of the twelve remaining struct-
ures. five have been surveyed, with
four designed. Land rights have been
obtained on three of the designed
structures and 50', of eastments
have been secured on the other
two. Construction on three are
scheduled for the summer Invitat-
ion for Bids for construction on two
are being released on the week of
April 2'7. 1965
Shanne !improvement consisting on tn, be"-is of background, than
of 276 410 lineal feet o to be in- Tan Hams," the lieutenant gover- The survey' c-Inducted bY
Gla-
plan). Of this total 31,680 kneel 
morene Inc.. cited these ways thestolled tSoil Can.servation Service nor setid.
constructed and in 
The Bre.thitt force. are support_ housewife will handle the spring
feet have b-en 
operation in McCracken County. yen. of Sparta, in the 26th.
cleaning chores:
Mg incumbent state Sen Alvin Kid-
Approximately 21,120 lineal feet
have been surveyed arid designed
in Gravel: Oounty and 75o, of ease-
ments have been obtamed. It mug
be pointed out that a large portkai
of Channel improvement will have
to be conStruoted after other struct-
ural measures have beep installed.
• Hundreds at landowners located
In the lower reaches of the water-
adI of Engioare eedbitedris d biyoymer 
the
 itriP to=
the main channel'. Special oom-
rrittteee are working with those cOffro
cerned to speed lip construction
plans. We believe it Is necessary
that this part of the mitariked be
completed to provide overeat bene-
fits to landowners and to ineure
efficient operation of the entire
an* em
Organized resiistance email
in Cereat Britain with great gw of property owners along the
ono Actually. Britain has no free
narcotics It does perms
physicians somewhat more discre-
by the 
themadlibandtethsitgraduallyis an"wed over Penontl.
of tone mooed of homitalizing
Bureau Narcotacs in withdrawing
condemn Clinic
-Amer ner
than and the Notional Rematch
Council in a joint gagelessatto
1963 condemned the "clink" Was as
toodkailty unsound. The steitement
-pouoted out. - that notozonos airs
cannot be "stabilised" on a maint-
enance dosage, but require ever
Mr ger smounts. It warned that ad-
dicts doubtless 'woo* tale the free
Supplies only as a base for tubes
to be furoher indulged thmiali 11-
MOB TITRES
the prisrress of the watershed thus Eibo ,
w reasefar said, "The construction of three
floodwater retarding structures
scheduled for completion this year 
I-Ieeded
L F
means that we have reached the N 
50'; mark wih this type of im-
provement. One hundred percent I.
of the critical areas have been 
11 •
treated and more than SOU of other
land treatment has been acoom-
tilLshed. We are conMont with , Co-
operation of all interested people,
these Improvements called for in
the watershed work plan can be
completed soon."
"We want to commend the water.
shed directors, the local Sod Con-
servation District supervisors. land-
owners, the U.S. Soil Consermtion
Service, State Government. local
government and organizations for
their untiring efforts an this pro-
g
Waterfield
IContinued From Page One)
ea eaning
treated es silk pospie rather then
propmed a spit= of
onfnoMnallid" under glitch ad-
Mots °mid be sent to homplinis for
with supervened atter-
them to another Prom IS two
MSS in pram for the tint ot-
knee, five years for the second a-
hem Piz seeing narcotics. the
silidimMO sentence kr tare years kr
Me fine offense and ten yams tor
Me almond otteme with no pool-
May of probation or made.
Prettyman Report
Barks hoommneadielime dead-set against anY MUICh approach,
'Pealidsnt '14/11"il UM Per- rt prAnoi au! that ole united soots
gm* ennonigokent un thew r•emn- o-old free narcotics clinks during
°Nome t° the IOM's with cliaastrous results.
O▪ gginipsi Mang it He milled for man y people moldered dentition-
•1111011111111t af S federal Mell _ cam- eounly with several centers. and
maniere Malta -to Provide al add them irovcroment-suppbed nar-
Sernstive means Of donne wax nee- ototko to „mot, who 00hki me got
elle mere MAT to rallbolat to
The kale Preadult Kalasdif tar- treigenealt mid widow embattles-
a in WM emanated • gad He Mao asked kr legislation
sant= beaded by It•Sie B Ear- tice " Me alai asked for ispdation
rda Pretkfinaln to lot& ham the olt- Nemiting Me commas of umenda-
Mallon of the rearoatice laws mid tor7 minimum penalty motances"
liesiwyntoe whegwr g dhanges are sod authorteng mutation or Pe-
deeded The aornittlienorlb Moo*. role 80 cases where they might be
submitted to President inimeon keg en Ativerithte for rehabilitation "
year. calla for drawing a diatiootion
between retm0140111 16910 are engaged
In Large- wale sale of oared*" licir
profit and addiole Mtn piddle
few pockets to finence their men
habits.
By all means let's keep Me man-
datory pram sentences for the neel
nieltateers. the ccenmarion
lug to der e/ parole to an addict vibe
tom been awed sling or giving
„Away a mud quantity at nivenal-
im Is inhumane end makes reheat.
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Another proposal which has re-
ceived a lot of pubboity calls fir
seablithing free public denim to
supply narcotics addled' lath "main -
liteldoe" closes of drugs Upon/nits
of this kiss claim that it would
aliminato the Mick market. arid by
Maine the profit cut of drug Pod-
Mag. would remove the uric,.
WOlid's incentive far getting roo,
"hooked" an heroin
They Mae& inoornent-
oli011bill3-11111e MOS hes bean tried
*NEM ARE Ou GORG
COLONEL SEEEIER ?
s•
itY4N!
fib
-or Ow
If
IJNAT5 tatN8YFECAKE toRE
OXT)-4 BEING CAPABLE OF
AW:RAGE! DOING AkUCA
BET
•
- to
•
THAT'S NE 1•4306E ANSWER
C. 5,
WHAT SHAPE IS_THE
WORLD IN 700AV7
eit
, OM,
e
•
-
NI
S
legal Menne&
The Narcotics Bureau also Ls
by wail the regular ration
The prapsects of Congress' buy-
• the free clinic plan are rated
came to sem The outlook for the
legtriation requested by President
Johann Is oonsiderably brighter.
Goal Of FHA Is To
Make Better Life For
Community Members
By Connie Hopkins
It is the goal of all FHA giria to
nake their lives better whether it
be in their home, school, or cam-
triunity In the meg eight month!
the Calloway County High PHA
Clapter has done extereive work
On one cif the FHA National Pell-
in the area of helping
oommunity. The National Pr
Mots 
I. entitled "MU& for Cinzenehip.-
Thilli Pro** was designed to help
members appreciate that citizen-
ship requires learning, living, and
loving. It will aso help them as
homemakers Of tomorrow to see
their reeponsibilities for the corn-
murdty and kain to carry out these
responsibilities -in -ways thee Mill
mike for better homes throughout
Ito. nation.
la weer* on this project the
cheater Raced special emphasis al
calamity:1p in our community; but
before we ;could begin work he had
to cilacover the community end de-
termine its needs.
The chspter invited Mrs Betty
flosrerY to Weak Ma regrew meet-
ing on 'The Role Women Can Arid
Should Play In Conimunky Af-
fairs Mrs Lowery is active In oink
affairs. church, and is premegly
serving as State Second Vice-prat-
dent of the woman* Club
Then the whole chapter wee* to
meek. The fink main project wee to
start a monthly vitiation program
Of PHA eerie to the Commitment
likapfkal This is one of the chap-
ter's activities that is Sill in pro-
grea
On Halloween the FHA Kirks par-
ticipated in °Trick or Treat for
UNZIP. The clapter members ool-
looted over sixty dollars for this in-
ternationel children* fund
In 'the month it December hie
Calkiway FHA Chapter sang alma-,
Imee combs over the public aching!'
System of the Murray Galloway 0o-
main stream protesting wide chan-
nel plan recommended by the Corm
of Enirtneers has been encountered.
However, the cheirnan of this group
has stated more than once before
the Board a Directors that he.
committee Supporta the Conservancy
Deena in its effort to control Soma
These were Waterfield's can-
merits on other races where he has
candidates:
10th District. Maine and Hardin
counties• Waiter Dee Hurknestort
Of Elimbettnown, bee the Breathitt
bleosing "I'm lot „Clyde Howard. of
Elirabethitown. I've served with hem
before He's o matinee( and capa-
ble fellow "
1-5th District. Botha. Hawn,
ileashington arid Marion counties:
011ie administration boats incum-
bent lien J. D Jima Buckman of
tolls Olin for Roy Am-
Watt-find and.
That Dletriot. Woodford, Mercer,
Jimemine, Garrard and Madison
gonnike:ito. adminietration can-
Mdate is Guy K. Manson. of Berea.
"I'm ont very Wong for Edward
Murphy of Richmond. He's uniet-
tend, he doesn't have any ties or
oontrects or such things as that to
tsar Min from unsullied service to
his district.-
24th District. Kenton Courgo:
Breathitt is backkig John J. Mo-
loney, former mayor or Covington.
"Fm for Carl Ruh also of Oov-
lotion."
concertied over the spoil thatosit
wide clarinet eat:ovation would place
on their land.
Resietaince by landowners affect-
ed by works of improvement already
inatillied has been limited and the
District has not obtairuid a single
parcel ()Cam" by court deed.
Maori et hematite:
AS structural Inemovements have
performed according to denten
pins Pive flcodinater retarding
structures were in pace at the
time of the March deluge of 1964
when as much as 17 inches of nur
eaten a six day period was re-
ported in the vnity near some
structures These structures were
newly constructed and danage to
the darns and spillways was not ex-
cessive All road bridges on Arians
inwnediately below the Moos were
saf e •
Landowners are booming to see
the benefits of the structures in
areas baba the Bann and are
planting crops of tobacco and vege-
tables where they dared riot plant
before the clana were in place Lo-
ral landowners, friends and neigh-
bors are enjoying retreat km. WAd-
life is improving on and near a of
the water impoundments.
A B Rhea. in oommenting ant •
dean being built on his farn. put
it Sego woo "Where this flood lake
Is bring built was a huge thicket,
practically worthies rat oniy will
it oortne floods cm the rest of my
farm. but my neighbors will get
the. mine benetit.1 intend to Meld
a sunnner home and other improve,
merits soon."
"This he did, and today flood-
water atructure IA Is pond/tiered a
show place in Calloway County.
Other landowners are preperlog
t000py Mr Rhea's improvements.
People from other kx:alities are bug-
ling kts for retirement home pur-
l:ones. These enprovernents mean a
greet deal in providing Mx revenue
for support of kcal schools, roads.
etc.
anacken. Riobertebn Harriman, Nic-
holas and Bourbon counties: In-
cumbent Sen. Wilson Painter, of
Cyr:thane.. hes the administrehon
becting traterfieldt candidate Is
Prank L Efhropardre of yetis
32n1 District Brecktriridge, Ohio.
Oraywo. Edmorian asol W•211112.
counties Floyd Hayes ISOM a Bonk-
Seld. is the administration Aga.
date Waterneld prefers Raliggil
lloonnen of Initchtteld. -
SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Commie...1 Front rage II
telephone wire to rest ta then
tiles wan until he meets alLOCCOIS.
He was there lest year and ea-
perently was successful in MOM
a family store there seems to be
plenty of fikerlings around
••• Robert Heath. chairman of Mt'
West Pork Clarks River Watershed
Board of Directors. insurrsnariaing
unty Hospital, At the anneal PHIA
Chriarnas party the members do-
nated gifts for a Care pact:lege
Throulth onapter mernbas work-
ing On degrees the Cliakereg County
FHA collected and contributed mon-
ey to tee United Aid. amend
girls working on degrees bay% 'also
made trey lavers for Ilie.licesplbsi.
RAT COMPLETED
By PATRICIA lideCORMACK
United Press Internationsi
NEW YORK 1.711 Clhaang dirt
at spring cleaning time now is more
a matter of pushing buttons than
it is of u.sing the elbow grease
A suney shows that the aver-
age homemaker today is using twice
as many electrical housecleaning
appliances as she did as little as
two years ago. The jobs get done
faster and more efficientno
Another trend: RENTING THE
CLEANING EQUIPMENT This els-
rnoiatets the need for heavy invest-
ments In complicated equipment
Neat is used only a few times a
HOLLYWOOD ref - Director
Bryan Forbes haa corripleted -King
Etat"In Hollywood and returned Is
his London home for dubbing and
editing the fikn.
StANEY SAYS'
Be SUre
fines are out
• -co141
fi
year.
or
How To Handle
-Rug Cleaning: She rents an
electric rug altiampooer at the stip-
ennarket, hardware or department
store for $2 per M-hour day By
putting a button on the handle,
the housewife feeds a measured
amount of shampoo onto the rug
while the brushes scrub
---Par cteaning: Here, again,
eleotnoal floor paishers with highly
efficient action have replaced the
hende-and-knees approach. These
can be rented for around $1 per
day, tOrnplete with steel wool pads
felt buffer pads, and lambs wool
gad.. The tel wool is used to re-
moni dirt and okl wax and scrat-
thee. Then the machine applies
power wax and rubs it into the
wood The fek buffer pads then are
attached to begin Me polinhing job
The lamb's wool pails finish the
chore.
'Many New Cleaners
-Uphokstery Cleaning New clea-
ners make sofas, duffed chairs
end upholtered furniture come
alien in a single •pribonson The
homismaker purities a button to de-
Dee a shall querMty of uphoisteri
ebeamma. She bnahes it In with the
tinlib. Mk the end of.kthe appbestor
to eilimari. mile and Reins.
WILSON'S
AUTO REPAIR
"Our Mechanics-?? -
None Better"
Automatic Transmissions
Rebuilt, Exchanged
Foreign Cars a Specialty
103 N Seventh Street
Phone 753-4841
Hazel Cafe
Open 7 Days Each Week Air-Conditioned
l'IPEATURING DINNERS OF. .
Chicken and Dressing - Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish -
Country Ham & Bar-H-0 - VeNetablei - Homemade Pie
We Are Now Acro:.s the Street in Our
New Building
Plenty of Seats - Dining Room
EXTRA HELP FOR MORE EFFICIENT SERVICE
.1. C. Gallimore. owner - Phone 492-9191
5.
 wee 
.039109-
OVID CleanilfeS out through baked
VOW in ovens In about three
minates. according to the manufact-
urers. One manufacturer has •
upray-that should be applied atter
the oven is pre-heated DS 200 de-
grees jIbe heat. combtned with
iilLiesicak, breaks down the caked.
co See,
--Walls and Woodwork: A variety
01 all-purpoies clearers remove most
aorta and dirt from wells with
RIP wipe of a cletb
Bombing IS• • •
(ecnikeeed From Page One)
- .
Diem IS made • blunt smith
darging that some oaks of the
governinterg's Viet Nem poacy are
"rion-egnee" rod retreat-
ing to the isolationism of the laais.
Rusk's remarks. tn an address be-
fore the American Society of In-
ternat tonal law, were aimed at
Uwxae caning for an end to the US
bombing raids, to critics in the
academic conwoiadty and to advo-
cater oi unconditional negotiatiana
He mid that "sure catastrophe"
woukl *Bow any compromise vrtUi
aggreadon. no matter where h took
place in the world.
-This haa become • very anal
planet.- SU" mid We have to
he concerned slith 4.11 Of 22.-
-
SCISSOR HOIST
:STAGS HOIST
g H
ar
(4 STAGE HOIST 0
SIDE HOIST
PICK-UP HO
Fec seks =LI .!tr•On c!f.•-•"
Route 3 Kirksey, Ky.
Phone 489-2423
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Engagements - Marriages
Comic? Hopkiss • •
Elected President
Of Calloway PHA
The ChIlosay County High
Sand Chart er of the nature
Mithemakers of America was celled
to meter by th• preaident. Mess
*lacyWi at4 as lords/ April
Misting Moe &mita Cetnensin
rla4 a portion fern the able and
a Mem as the devotional
Sharon Venside. program
chairman. expiamed the the ltit
the month on 'Bulldog Better
Iftibbc Relations for ?ILA and
lane Economics' Mary Belle
Pathan presated the plans for
the observance of National ?HA. 
WeekShe also urged each mem-
ber to srt.wsLe to 'bar others
the idk cif the organisation
The Means were reed by the
secretary. Miss Connie Beam and
albs Brenda Jones. nessurar. gam
She hriancia redact ice Ilie month.
Plane were nada tor serving M
the fr r A Banquet.
Min rairceyn Murdask, dninsein
of the nommattog celosolltee. pre-
sented the Ille6411 slate M Mitoses
'The folios mg girls. who me the
qualificenons as stated in the Con-
satution and By-Laws. acre elected:
Donnie Hopkins president. Clodhte
Brans. run %we-president. Sharon
namable, second vice-preeident;
111011111a Anew. secretary; Judy KM-,
sea treasurer. Rona Baena Far-
Illementerbri, Debris Taylor. re-
porter. .1Day Poeta Indortan: Ins-
iS Majlex, wastant histodein
CAM Harris song leader. Patricia'
Vilboti. recreation leader. and
Meta Roberta de11101:11.7.. lender
Min announced that the
FHA District Meeting souk' be .
held April Mat Pole:ming 'he de-
mg rod& and refeeshmenta, Wes
Squifflet•Hart 1 ows To Be Read
Misr Jean Theme Sedflasit
De: and Mrs Horace Thomas SquIfflet Hahotleburg. announce the
enumpearesit of their daughter. Jean Thane& to Merck! Manus Hurt.
die of Mr. end Ws. Batted Brandin Hurt. Murray.
to .*f the. a graduate of she Unnersity of Kentucky and a
member of Kappa Mille Theta sorority, * presently ecaployed by the
MOMS elliedity School Elegem.
air. t, $ grsdunte of Murray State College arel & member of
Pt Md. Mfrs fraternity. ma be graduated in Ihillay front the University
of ILWeedin Mhos of law s-here he a member of Phi Deets Phi
hod tratesnety.'-----
The wedelill OD be hal 10 in the Harrodsburg Baptist (Misch
Debbie Delman mammon Madre. 
and Ian Bonita Chreenan. ming
leader. led the pew en songs aid
relaxer:
• • •
PERSONALS
apt HOMECOMING YEAR . . . • • •
VicamProw and arid da of St. I
er. lit ,
nds,
1965 
-
o e weekend, guests,
KENThcKyr 
rr. 
the 
recer7 
manta of her par- has parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bari
AmMlnai 
taw Kr: and Mr• Clyde Jones. Hewn.
neer Me, end MrChar.es Waned
pot A ;Aston apparenUy 11 going tis be Brdisr
Misnaes elspikl Wilanas seat question He 
plen...t •
IL& frr Who am eliM to de Moot Viet Narr.
Dr. and Mrs Coale Palter and
elliddren. Gene and Nada. were the
waskend guests of her parent', Mr.
Mrs Bab Davis of raltan. - •
• • •
i Warren Jacoba and three
Milliken Cynthia Ann. Pamela
Leen and David Men from Mimi
Beach. Fla . arreved Wednesday by
plus to ritet with redetir et hiet.
they roil return Inane Ma 2
Mrs. James Tucker
Hostess For PT.-1
'Kirksey Board
Mrs James Tucker um bonen
for th.. theets.c of the execestnre
boal-1 of the Kirlor-N Parent-Tea-
cher Assocbition held Tuesday at
ten-that) Celan in the morning
at her Wow
. Int-stations were made for the
April and May meeting as this ii
the Vett board meeting of the rear
"The prow eyted to save dower to
ladies' lunch
By MI OHNI/MM
DLANNING a ladies* lamb-
1 eon? Serve a spectacular
Wed.
-Oar choke is a recipe that
Went rinsed pineapple slices
'MOB imbed meet sad cream
dlieree and beev.difully has,'
Use cornbinat.,41 on a shim-
mering gelatin mold.
Salle Creem Dressing le
served with' the salad but
dieters can skip nay/rang on
an extra helping of this treat.
To roan& out the merni,•
nuthing coOld be better than
Raisin Coutpit Loaf, a quick
Annual Mother an dl)
By Calloway County
aughter Banquet Ileld
High FHA Chapter
The annual Motive and Hush- Nary Bede Paschal. Money WO-
and Myra Buoy.
Mhe Mary Belle Paschall intro-
duced the nit which pr-seed
eduregeon. common interesta. mat-
inee pleyed entre roles in the Sae t:pritaral qualities. values, cc-
of each member. respect. 
parental &p-
Billy president of the Cal- Proenl. ftheihrela
krway chataor of the ranee par_ and love as tam that mimic the
mer sof America, and Ebb Oars dnOM to h
ippy homes.
mers of America. and this years bw• 
Putaainstalllin the skit
ration erte Myra 
Bucy, Patricia Wilson.
Itre delicious candlelight meal Dead 
Thy, Plate Falwell.
was served In the cafeter ia of the Mt Ouoriadhlun• Mon
 Jane Rhoad-
illehool by members of the Future
Fanners' onialoinitabn.
The dedrailleilli atesiasted of white
wedding diger Ws. end red
candles arragged over • row Of red
net Paced in the center of the
white teldeesiteh
Mies Nancy Wileon preddent, led
the opening ceremony The weloor e
was 'Wen by Miss Oracle Dann,
chairman of the hands oanimetti,•.
Bee mother Mrs Owed Gannon.
pamoudy responded to the wel-
come
Mee introddeed the NNW
whom the argenination ea OM-
! oged to have Is Stem/ince AN/Mg
those present were the peat INIIIM-
ary members who were BM 
ler. Our Loss.... Huron Jeffery, arid
Mrs lerienlin Jones.
ty Met School Chapter of thfCriar-
ter Banquet of the Oadotray
ture Homemakers of America was
heal to honor M the mothers *Milt
A special wad Sias Mra- 140Eat
Adams. teacher at Calloway Monty
Hab a who sea honored by the
chepter confarina honorare mem-
bership and a h000rary Chew(
Horne/esker degree on her because
of her services to the orgaidattion.
Others present were Mut-
dock chairman. Jen Waalher, eon
Bill sad. board menhirs;
Leon Grogan. Calloway Counby Dir-
ector of Public Personal. lahlaint
eftiW supertight of Oilimesy Qom-
ty 'Reboots. M. B. Rogers. OMAN
hemmer. sad ?maiden Raw de-
Rill-4(4m. ;swat
Love. photographer. and Larry
baknon, yearbook editor.
'The orginasmtem was also lasser-
ed ism the Chapter Mothers,
Mrs Ruth Wiled. Mrs tarnestbse
Venable. Mrs, Jean Murdock. Min
Mtn Oevreen, Mrs. Maggie- Kew.
and Ineal letigerson, and Ibb mo-
OM Ken aetrecary: bars. Burns*
then of Me T.H.A members. treasurer.
The rice-chatrinan. Mrs Creel-
ford. mended and Y ' Glen Ash-
craft, chairman. at Wu con-
Dead to her home. ant her re-
gime* Nantes were retied fee new
members and a report or the ruM-
magi este was part
A.rreeigeeisenta of spring Ma ere
were Wed cis the lunehcon tables.
A panda ksocheor. sea served a-oft
the hostesses furnished the Meat
Hostesses were Meadens H R. Mb-
Wee. aharins Crawford. Prank Hai-
onmb. Max Hart Is P Henson.
Oommodore Jon es, arid Avid
Henry
The results of the attendants
contest eras announced with Mrs.
Those prelatic were Mostaniel Den Ballarletel•l• rrterO beast the
Ienin pasaer. Woe wade Jong& winners she will be guests of Mrs.
Max FhlSey. Hefford Morro Ray Noel Makettna bar • potluck
Breach. Harry L Potts Binnacles Shawn at the oehtn of Mrs R.
klaJars, Loiter Parrett John Biker, 13 Batley on Thuredsy. May 30, at
end Tucker 12 30 pm
The theme for the accanon
-PRA. era Beek Kays To Happy
The cominittee of P T A mem-
bers who wrote the micit for the
program were Mimes Marsha Hen-
don. clasarmen. Bonita Chromium.
She taishers as part of Tenets
/*predawn Week.
Plans were dinonsed for tine Mint
meeting Tuesday. Aped 27, at 7:10
at the school wet Dr castles
lkeekeemegh as the apealcer The
second grade mothers will be hos-
tess.e
•••-•
• • .
_ • .
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday, April 36
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Wonsan's Club will have its
noon luncheon at the club issoe.
Hostesses sill be Mrs. M. P. Chris-
topher, Mrs Leland Owen, Mrs. L.
A. Moore, Miss Roselle Henry, mid
Mks Jewel Dean 
12th.• •
Monday, April 241
The Amer-train Legion Ainunary
well meet at the Legion Hall at
seven pm with Mies Bruen Smith
Uthe gust speaker Hostesses will
be Mm Ned Wt, urts max DEAR ASV. My
 clawider-in- armies* because I a
m deed of being
Churchill. Mrs Ivan RAI ell, and ' 'nvit4s1 my bullb‘nd said 
me to 
allied--
Mrs. Pete Kuhn. have Lister Sundae 
dinner at their 
'PLASH'
• • • home. Jute as we were getting ready 
DEAR '.F1-1 .8H": According to
The Creative Arts Department of to leave for thew hourke. 
they Pre- Mr. Char.'" C. Ber"
rd, who has
SATURDAY — APRIL 24, 1985
Dear Abby . . .
It Takes Two, Lady! ,
Abigail Van Buren
p. the Mornay Woman's Club will meet 
!united then...ewes at our home al been the t'bie 
of the Beverly
take Ib
is, 
Nancyicy AAllen palmy .ftykr. mi
ry teases will be Meniamea T L Hop- Put it -Your sxl 'leaded t ebbM Ighle• ILMhuling 
for
 lees's." 'hears'
at the club house at 9 30 a m H06- dralsed 4). This Is the way M
s HUN Fire Department
maw Fugarm. ju,b, Kew, I kins, H L Oakley. Lester Nanney, 
MS ink for Easter Sunday C/1111Yee "gnome"
 deal s the purpose of
esesperlsas minhaiguedock ftem s:cond 
vice 
and aut. Him.ri,e i Whalem Warren. and M C 
Eau. , Instead, past 100 two el us wasn't a Ilghtinng 
rad), not a •'way out."
ties* sweet at hen? • Ass on they Chief berated added 
that this
president, Mn charge 
• • •
reedgvortednuiedon thwejunicemembm. chipterwhod:retigatve; ahatehoost7.rrial7loareuratewaiYi ,(33ulast astx:ilarst plzi:ncieeth atcd intro'?" I al
latiardince ittwetheirluld haPhiwnel,nedi IL Pelaienn
elaylvsuiuPeuan"mta"2—yth 'tee 
the
you
ailtogis propired at name. so Lily put on your shingles by the light
degrees this year Mbe Sharon Veil- 
liiiind and I writ to • restaurant at the moon. It wan keel) them /
stile. first ere president, expressed 
• • •
110d ate by ouradrea, from 
caning.
appreciation to du senors who have
partacipited m our organization_
PHA members mirticionng In
two musical numbers were
Bonita Claigmen D Garrets,
Sherry We ansi. Petrioma
and I- tto..-s MoStilien accomparded
by MIL* Naze Wilson and JOdy
Keho. • • •
Mrs. Richard Tuck
("nest Speaker For
Home liepartment
aks Richard Thin was the guilt
leasker at the April Nuieheon meet-
ing of au He. Ellgemenent of de
Moray Wornan's Club hell at the
club house
The apeater presented a newt in-
teresting account of the trip the
Mei ber husband tout recently be
POI Rico She spoke of the batti-
er the country, the cleanliness
of the people. and of the
tiny cars on the narrow aria
Vlfldk streets of the Sues. We
Miff the Jet plane trip through the
1211111S-Vies _most Beatiirel-
hera Tack sea introduced by Mn.
Golan Curd, who was program
ebatimsn
New otrecers were elected for the
neat dub yen are Mrs Charlie
Orsadord, prencient, Mrs. Leonard
'11111111W, rice-chainnan, Mrs Hum-
A Spectacular Salad
Is Star Attraction
bread that ran be spread wrn.
butter or cream cheese or, for
fewer calorie:a, eaten sang
spread ..,
FINE ArtPut PAItTE
mALAD InoWl.
1 (1 Th. 4', err Ican
pinearr,e slices
NY011711.1. CALIFORNIA raisin,3 and toasty coconut add new flavor to this quick bread
-WWI it WW1 bUtter or cream cheese and serve WW1 an ippeUnng fruit salad.
•
•
.1
a
1 (8 oe..) pkg. raspberry
gelatin
21,4 c. boiling water
• e. lemon Juice
2 c. chopped crimp lettuce
3 c. cubed cooked hans
or turfiely
2 (3 nil pko cream
eh eerie. c obe d
1 e. miced eatery
• e_ finely caopped
green AVOW
et tsp. salt
Sour Crerun Drea.ing
Crisp salad greens
Drain pineapple. lifaisure
syrup and add enough water
to make 1 e_
Cover pineapple and chill In
refrigerator.
Dliwtve gelatin In boning
water. Stir In pineapple syrup
and lemon juice; coot.
Pone culled Retain into
large compote cc serving dish.
dll sevetal hours ttnUf very
tern.
• -Out 4 lAneapple elks! Into
;...• Wedges; combine with lettuce,
ham, cheese, celery, onion arid
salt. Toes gently. sten
lightly with Sour Cream
Dressing.
When ready to serve, ar-
range 8 pineapple levee
aroonci otiter edge of bowl.
Pl1.- wiled misture in center.
Tuck ',nail crisp ailed greens
errs nd cuter edge between
poieapPle
Serve With Sour Cream
Dressing.
nerves, 6.
sink Illtnamtsia
I pt. dairy r.oi,r room
2,4 e pineapple juice
ia tsp, ginger eraser
iiiamtma dish
itearriorcatit Salad's based on
The Fuson. 4-11 club Wiley aril
be held at the seelc101 at seven p.m.
Members are asked to bring their
eadate at 6 46 pin
• • •
Tuesday. April 11
The Kunsey Elementary Mho*
PTA Mk meet at the school at 7:30
p.m Dr Charles Scarborough will
be the speaker The second trade
nwther• will be hodeasoi
• • •
Wednesday, April ell
The Ladies Day luncheon will in
set red at 1100n at Cidloway
eLksunty Country ChM Hosteler*
MB be Mesdames Robert 0 MI-
hir.-Joe Hal /Venn. Portman Gra-
ham, Wdliam Graham. rune Gar-
land c,ecill ParrIls. Sam Knight. and
Jack White
Taaralii, April IS
Combined Circles of College Pres-
byterian Mirth wunien hold a
Trade Laiy and Sloe at the Oburch
Parole House from /gym to tune
p
• • •
A few days we I Pound out that
ft able send his Wife went to HER
liarents' home for Outer Sunday
dinner This upset me ternbly and
Ise peen preying on my inthil What
16 your opinion of a daughoron-dw
like that?
UPSET
DEAR t POET: It ass a very
shabby trick, but your daughter-
Is-law We have the fell coopera-
tion of your son in order to pull
Ii off, so he is as guilty as she is.
Dewstot it feeler. At the wpm.
twe lime, tell thews both that
pie are irks pad dear the at
Is.
DEAR ABBY: I would like pita
spawn of my problesn. 113 htidiand
is retired and his hobby to liedklog.
There's no harm in that, IAA baldest
miming long wants outside, he was
bock forth Wide our lattota
WVthe rap* He ireedita over 200
pounds snit Mien he Milks. the
whole house Ilene& I tell him Unt
weikird in tee house to not the mine
as wslarse oshade, anti be Weald
Mame go outgitla ens weht aetitiod
the tgoeg ate saw LAMM es he lona
Ocentened tarries of College «sine I Woe never asked him to
Predartenan Ctiurch WOMen toil stop walking before 10.30 p. tn. I
hod a Trade Lny and Sale at the like to go to bed early and, Mich 
Club eets ll'ith
yourest Pariah House f...am nue tits ft•et /tamping, I can't Lek you
sm.,to 12 noon. bow rierve-rading n h. bo wad .3.irs. Crawford
• • • unrearsoname? The Kerslake l4iikers Club
Saturday. May I WALIKIIR 8 WIFE met in the Wine of Mns Iris Craw-
The Spring Dance will be held ht tit WIPE: He to, Asa Min to lord on Wednesday. •Pra 14• for
at tin Calloway County Country : walk to his deetees. trier has the regular mann* Meeting
Cid horn nine p rn tO one a m band could be indking hheself to Crawled. president, prended
for adult members and their out- ler 'oat into • nerves. break. and Mse Walker Odor save the
of-tnern piens Hosts wit be Mews down devotbn from Prollipplare 4 8 The
and kledbenee Cecil Plarrla, Jams • • • ' treasurer a report MIS Veen and
D canton leotard Hurt. Ace Me- erten Members anweered the roil
Reynolds W D. Shoemaker. end AMOY' Maineobere I hat' t esti -liesnly in the bianneon Places
Bethel Richardson. heard Mat during an eiectrical I Mal Pardue lete Deed In Things
• • • tUrtil is "'Wen boo to leave • I and act Only the Sod'. ws• the
murnity Amembo..Nd Ig order adlar window open so that If light- I thought for the mom
of the Rainbow for Orbs will have VMS strikes. it ran a era out tit the Landiebape boat were given by
ses school of entre/don at One house. Do y•ou. or any of your reed- 51:i Rafe Broad.
pm a potluck supper at stx p to are know anything about thse' My 11.e main lemon on "Decision
and an Insp•amion at seven pm all husband has turned it Into a big Making ' was risen by Mrs Robert
tbe Memnon Hali joke. and I haat on gay cit knolikig
• if Whet I holed was trts or hike Infrestimerds••
I hope you can rorne p with en steel
. -
• • •
DEAR Atili`i Regards* the let-
ter signed rtIRLW HIM OUT,"
from a wooledm who dad nee that
Wen Me maenad thin ner hus-
band, who bad Brown cold to her,
hail girt inside au over l•Owll to
whom he woe undoubtedly wanner.
However nednied '"LONEW HIM
OUT' was in wilting her letter ,
anly one apecsfic curse, tag to
riled It in your minim can couid as-
siLie that it as Inare general then
specific. Put- the sake of the Alb -
*now and unhappy by the infer-
Fin MOLLS promptly print
aisat wary doctor, lawyer and clef-
Os (knows. that • liusbanda
*jig& ardor is not a fair measure
of ha due Wee said threstion, his
lallaadi or his !delay.
•
Etign me. .
FittikeiDLE88 HUSBAND"
DikAk HI SEttelD; Mille a de-
ficiency of paydeal ardor to no
fair measure of a husband, true
delroOun or fidelity. neither
is an abundance of Mown ar-
dor proof of It. Add that gees
deed& for wives.
CLASSIFIED
ID
makes Pitteapple Salad 114,,ci
a mold of raspberry gelatin.
14 Lap. grated lemon peel
et tsp. moistened salt
it fan- Peri"
2 tbsp. finely chopped
froodi mint (optional)
C, ern bine all trorreettente.
Clover wee refrigerate several
hbuto• to blend flavors. Makes
I pt dressing.
WelelPf leitlUNITT LOAF'
3 r sifted n,we
1 thee. bairing ronvdar
1 r NUffar
1 tsp. nit
1 e earl( or K•O•lefl Tilden/
1 0. WOW flaked
••••
•
encount
I egg
i Palk --
1,i tsp. myna -'
Resift floor with baking
powder, sugar and salt- HUI'
In raisins and coconut.
Rent egg instil foamy; mix
with milk sinel 'Melia. Stir
Into dry Ingredients; mitt thor-
oughly bit dc, hot Peat.
Poor Mt" greased loaf pen
x3% x 2114 ml. Peke In
mederale oven (3.10' F.) Moist
and I/1 nitnutili.-
Make. 1 loaf.
•
--
Kenlake Homemakers)
%ere seried by the_
Cook's iew‘-eiry
Bulova
Vratchei 5114 MAIN STREET niaAntrtornadriRedings
TUXEDO
RENTAL
Cummerbund 
I sat - Pants - Shirt - "f - Jewelo
- 'Suspenders 
4111 $1 c 
COMPLETE OUTFIT
NORTHENS
WIG SHOWING
BOB SUTLER
SUNDAt-11111.25
- 2 to 5 p,th.
AT
WEST SIDE BEAUTY
SHOP
104 Nhrth lfith Sehlucky
WIGS and WIGLETS
THE PI RIAC IS.1f4VITED TO ArtFAID
•
•-•••••-•:•-•'
a
• e
1
ka
UL 24, 1965
ady!
Buren
tired of being
According to
lord, who has
the Innerly
ot for 411 years
Mg seeks the
se purpose of
t a "way 04)1
tad that this
-like the obi
that If you
by the light
ill seep them
ranting the let-
If HEM OUT,"
a did past that
that ner
odd 143 her,
1 over 4.4.)1111
3Ibtedly warmer.
*4'prlittENV HIM
x her *tier, it IP
IC se, Ixa
tlin on could as-
re maul than
ike of the sue-
ty bp, Mis inter-
weenpur pniz
kwyar and cler-
st a leadiande
4 a fak measure
od devotion, hie
It. 41/
MS HUSBAND"
W. While a de-
al ardor is
Mohave§ tree
fideb ty , neither
of physical ar-
eal that gem
•
•
•
memakers)
With
ford
amenakers CtuI
Mrs Irv, Craw-
ly April 14. for
IV Meeting
resident presided
Dolley gave the
inglem 4 8 The
Vim given and 411
nesered the roil
Clotignon races
Mod In 1-fungi
t bed- wee tne
h • Were goen by
• on "Decision
by Mrs Robert
re Wird by the.
ry
I rite r d
:mond Ring.
ITY
i-k,
uto
111WWWW..
•
•
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FOR SALE
; rIvE ROOM frame bootie ISOTO
recreagotal room in beemaard
WOW Man high Nemo! HAMM by
1‘10001thien4. Plicsoe 753-2418 attar
1:36 in, A-24-f
HOUSE PCB SALE BY OWNER 2-
scret '  
candlitatioir. tat A0 Only 10
tile bath Neer college 1821 Hamil-
ton, 1101-1701. TEC
YEA'S ROVOID Tee01TaGE op
Rectudre Lake at Panorama Shores.
Fully Nrobbed. teb been:puha bath,
brick and rerhatod to amide,
Marry mallow on bask* large
mhed-to porch. electric boo, Ws
1 x 
NURSERY
STOCK
Holly
BOYS% (eel
Apple
Pirtle Deitelo4
Whhe Hopwood
Mier Maple
Norway knows
White Plan
Arboruitas
Hemlock
Juniper
UPrefht Yea
Inreading Yew
Others
NICE CLEAN STOCK
- PRICED HIGHT -
SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 N 4th
• a-
r$111 LEDGER IA TINIER - rR
KAy,EICRIVOIRT
 -
FIV1I
S ltimo ADSI WAX HINDERS/ze,,,\ \\\\.
minutes drive Irani lehireoY. Phew
703-2791 or 753-6340 M-1-C
SERVICE STATION Business, stock
iikel %wipe:lent. Oall 7089199.
A-X-C
HORSE EiADDIA and bridle-. N..
never been oeid. BlecA wilt& red
seat and obrome trim. $05 tor rad-
tee, la fix bridle or both for 1110.
753-2500 or are at 306 North 12th
Street. A-27-NC
NNW TWO BEDROOM brick house
OsstsWe disposal, built-in stove,
Meaty, with washer anti dryer out-
lets, oartairt, 163-31174. ?d-24-P
• x 39MOT ehaninuen trailer
house, orundem wheels. Very good
condition DOI 103-46113, A-74-C
1903 MODEL house trailer, 46' x
lef. etir mom infornation see any
I Rogela M Parkers Market from 7
a. in, to 8 p, in. A-24-0
1964 FALCON 2-dr mina,
automatic Inanardesion. Local.
one-owner car Bought new in Mur-
ray. Will see at wholesale vice,
I Gall 703-1437 or 5 30 p m.
A -24-P
PIANOS, Baldwin Organs, Gui-
tars, Amplifiers, Magnavox Ster-
eos, TV's, Records, Band Instru-
n ents, your complete music store,
acroe. tram the poet office, Parts,
Tenn. Toot Lonarde Piano Com-
pany. H-1TC
fenced. 3 room house and cistern.
Ntall and school bus route. 3 miles
from edbge. Total price only $4450.
Wilier E. Duke, United Perm
Agency 753-6067 A-24-0
A BRICK RANCH STYLE on one
of the beet su-ects in loan. This
above avseage home with three
bedrooms. Irving and dining area,
kurge kitchen, utility and carport
is well loaned for elementary school
and college.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK recent-
ly deesseited throughout, lit mg
morn. hpridn and dining arts. and
utility Mop- All of then rooms sre
above maims in me. Carport and
PnYed Reaeor,ably pric .2(1.
AN Iltde#40U14A11S,three bedroom
15404. liellientei livens room, kitchen,
bask WM*, and 'earport. Tho-
roughly inadated, warm deers and
windows. C000rdee-drivessay and a
very mce lawn. Conveniently la-
mite to the college.
We dont punch a dm*, call us
any...u.ne. We have a nice selecton
cis ail types dl property.
Tacker Easily & insurance Cie,
01)4 Maple Street - Murray, Ky.
Domain R. Tucker - Ikbbt urolitad
75,3-41010 - Hiram Timmer I81-4/19.
1-TC
WACNTRD
YARDS TO mow Phone 763-38112.
* A -24-C
1985 CHRYIELER, Windier, 2-dr. COLLEGE. 'GIRL desires part-Onst
hard-Oeu Extra Moe. New Ures. Week. Have had several courses in
heavy duty Watery. Cal 753-6885 Weirtnetel, typing. business nab-
' atter 6 00 p in A.2b-c , ,eilnes, office practice. Bunt. MO'
 oountmg. Phone 75341802 after 4
MD DODO" DART, four door Vi P. 
Ul. A-A-P
' automatic or 1080 Volkswagen. Both
Ill rod °tradition Oak 4113-8637 at- '
ter 4 pm A-37-C
AT THE govigs
MOilLE HOMES
MOBILE ups=
tat model Mobile Home 44'
12' Ideal for Barber shop, wed
car &Me or any type of mob*
commercial office. SMALL
DOWN PAYMENT - EASY.
THRNIEl. Din be seen at AS-
SOCIATES CAPITOL CORP.
420 Mug Wood Street, Paris,
Tenn. Mailable within the next
30 dais Phone 642-02M. A-24-C
.11111b.
FOR RENT
MODERN OFFICE-. SPACE. 504
square feet, first floor, air-tiondi-
tioned, uttlitiee furnished, parking
apace tobacco building. 20B-2011
Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky.
If interested contact Western Dark
Pued Tobacco Growers Associlatim.
Phone 753-370 or 714-3B49. A-26-C
APARTMENT rent to micktle age
lady to be companion to elderly
ludy. Phone 753-3406. TPC
NEW 2- BEDROOM apartment
Range, dish weber, matinee da-
p/hie, agr-corairtikesed. Phone 753-
E479, or 763-3880. A-24 -P
2-BEDR0011 duplex apartment.
electric heat. 1603 College Farm
Read, Phone 753-2377. A-26-C
TRAILER SPACE for rent. Cali, 
436-34,- A-26-0
NEW 10 WIDE
2 Bedroom
MOBILE HOME
Now Only $195 Down
With payments in the $503
NEW 12" WIDE
2 Bedroom
SW Down with payment3
in the $60s
Hiway 60 West - also
Clark's River Road
ST. CLAIR
MOBILE HOMES
Paducah, Kr
A
FEMALE Neu, WANTED
46 AMES, 10 improved peatire, 12 "WOR CAPITOL AND DRIVE-11111 BLOCAL USINISEt3 now bas Won-
mauve gram. pond. fenced and cross igionnation. eaU 763-3.314- Mg kr brey with exPerianoe in at-
The suspense Gordon Asihe
adventure by (John C rea sey)
.."71;*:;7 A PROMISE OF DIAMONDS
wouldn't have tried." Dens said
logically "lie aiways ireareed
of finding diamonds,"
-Did he talk much about
them T'
"Sometimes," she said. -se
was apprenUced to • Wasson'
cutter once out gave It up. He
am always promised cos ctia-
monde He didn t realize that
rust wanted tan. lite be el-
ways ruid to go lellatialg tar the
moon and 1 eliding eine hided
that"
"How often did be go away?"
-Most months." Ike said, "We
eve(' nere for ties yam. At
first I baled it, but I grew o
love the lesert I etre do. He
used to emelt tor three weeks
and go away for one. At grit
he was sure he'd strike It lucky,
ten tolvare the sad be didn't
lay mum Se eat used to go
oft. I think be Wee afraid Of
admitting that be was beaten_
'Then he stayed borne for two
months. and I thOuillt h• was
going to give up. I tidak he
Would nave but for the
"Letter?"
'Prom Donovan."
Dawlish fought back • tildlag
excitement
"About the prospecting?"
`Tea. Donovan said he was
aura he'd found blue mend
and offered Nigel • halt share
ft fie would help him work It," 
CHAPTER18
TEARS were making Della
Forrest's eyes glisten.
"Major DawIlah." eli. said,
'do you really think !gigot's 8
thief ?"
"I know Conover was," wild
Patrice Pewit* thoughtfullV.
Della had come round to the
iniblect without prompting, and
that was pat what be had sweet-
en "You know fay more sewn
Nigel too The reibieee en ear
here Sari that lie wasn't a
thief "
She looked startled
'Here? In thia house?'
There istet mueb evidence of
a iruscresful metier of erase, IS
th ere !-
She *tared not at Bret own-
prehending.
"Oh ne hadn't any moneyr
"Non."
"Very little anyhow," Della
reel 'He used to week for lee
or other et the copper esti as-
bestos miners near here, or he'd
di 4nme rock eating tur rd
goo uranium-the big com-
panies pay s good fee. I've a
few hundred 'bond" year of
sty own Ins."
"No he didn't make money
men crune •
"Thal doesn't mean flint he
laS4 by Jain Creaser, dilotr4taas4 by Icing 
"'eon] the Dodd. Mead n, lee i.e, TriZgret na,
"DM be say where?"
-Do y ,u mean that Nigel
didn't tell you or Donovan didert
tall wjtir Illacttameat orept
tato bid voice.
"Donovan rust said they were
to meet et the Mace there
worked together before. Nigel
said It was about • hundred
ranee south was t and De mule
Ond the spot bundmid.-
"Dio he describe It
Dana frowned as ti trying to
moonset.
"Does it matter?" she asked
slowly.
"it could matter • great
deal."
Dells frowned. Mort of her
tension bad gone Talking had
helped. coil/idles in Doe,ese
bad helped evan more
'Yew he certainly described
It, Major Dawlish its plotted
th• coons on • map. I remem-
ber b• and not only that It warn
about I bundred nine South-
west but that the trail marks
were WOW ay rocks 5 baobab
U'S.. sense Oil tninee-• Small
veto of goal was found mare
oace-and a range ot black
Mlle" after • pause she add-
ed "Will that help?"
"Yowl]  know how
much. Did the atter ray any-
thing MINT"
"No," Showered Della Without
beret/Mort. "Nothing.'
**D000rtui sound absolutely
sure?•' asked rowlian.
-Dui you tell anyone ens
Stout Hong trail marks?"
"Neil fin a long Urns."
-Wily not?"
"I didn't rant anyone to fol-
low him." Della replied. -U be
struck it rucky, he weal/del
great anyone te know about It,
n would start • rush and epoll
everything. Donovan ima Said
be alumni tell atiyone. It was
In a preescript, underhried I can
almost ewe It to this day.'
arena,' Dawlish said, 'have
you win got Donavers letter?"
"'Petrel took It with him."
"Did Nigel say nothing else
about It,"
"Absolutely nothing,. Della
assured him
"Whom did you tell eventual-
ly r- mated DawItah.
"A friend et Nigel" Ciella'a
reply was almeet too casual
-Jeff Mason. I mean He went
off to loek as far as the &ark
hills. Pit there was ho sign of
04) abendoned truck or of any-
one working. He kept on try-
ing to convince me that NIL I
would never come back, and
Tre sere he hoped he wouldn't,
('rose the Dodo Meal awl Badge Delactly, rowia. 
Copyrigto 0 in.
Liar Features ayeeseste
11.1011111111,M=.... • -
_
but when he did come Jeff wee
very good'
-Isn't be the man who came
to the rescue on the night you
were attacked T•
"Yea,- Illaawered Della_ "lies
always at nand to neip AJ-
waya' Site sat tretreee speak•
trig for several seconds. aooking
as If Into the Mot) distance.
"You're absolutely sure Nigel
didn't utter word when tie got
back?" Medlar) trunatted.
'Of course ne didn't, don't be
H• eras hardly
breathlag.'
Unbidden. s picture of Felic-
ity" Mee. of Felicity hardly
breath n g carne to Daw tun 's
mind. He shut It out
"Did m bring anything
back ?" he 'Alcoa
'Nothing.' Sella said. "Ana-
lutely nothing lie bad on •
Shirt and a pair ot pants, an
Oki hat and some palm-frond
Sandals and belt There vi*S.3n't
anything In his pock.e.t. Atm-
lutaly nothing Would you ilk*
to seal'"
-Very much," said Dawlish.
She jumped sir, and wen, into
the bedroom. He toll- met :let
to the dove tatal saw tier tend
down in front Cl 3 CtiCtt oh
drawers She toek cut a card-
board box and brought it across
She put it on the table Iwo took
off the lid. The Pathetic Utue
oddment' of clothing looked as
if they would fall to pieces if
they were lifted out
Dawilso picked up the san-
dals They were worn through •
at the heels and probably would
not nave lasted for another tee',
days. The belt was in much
better condition He -tress It
through his hands, the round
edges pricking nun, and premed
I( betireeri iris thumb and kin-
tinier He was not consciously
looking for anything: It was
almost I reflex action.
In places the belt Was flat
and lumpy; In others It was
humpy and hard He did not
glance at Della but bent the
pope over sharply near one of
the lumps. The dry palm frond
cracked and frayed.
-What are you doing?" Della
asked quickly.
DawlIall bald. 'Jule check.
ins." lie worked the frond to
and fro at the tratture ate -nad
Just muls, and in split In two
A small shiny stone popped out
and, as be grabbed to save It,
fell onto the floor, . .
-Fragments oll.freed litter-
ed the table, like crush, and
ever, new and then • steer
feel. sharply . . ." rhe chary
Continues here on Monday.
by /Ohs Creavey costributde ey
Tice wort and light botikkeeping.
Will, HOW 11111. Murray, giving quid-
• dicationa. 'ITC
2-BEDROOM TRAILER. New. $60.00
per month. Located one-fourth mile
of Murray. OW 763-4441 after 0
p. m. 73"C
rIEW FURNISHED apartment. Air-
conditioned. Located on Payne
Street betitne Bt. Leos Ceeholic
Church Phone 753-3806. A-26-C
2 BEDROOM FARM house 7 &
nuns from Murray. Cal 490-8594
after 4 o'clock. 1-T-C
LOSE WEIGHT SA.Fri,Y with Des-
A-Diet Tablets, Only 155g,. Dale &
Stubblefield. 40
BUYING OINIM Hardwood Lumber
sod 0144 76.1100111e delive
red our
Yard HigtstitivrIA Beebe. Fork 
Lift
Unloading. Cada* us far prices
and spetallaillans. A. M. Bowen
lakerar Mammy, Inc, Dyersburg,
Tecoessee, phone 3854763. 51-12-C
ATTENTION VACATIONERS,
Honeymooners. We have the won-
derful batch, all sorts of aetraotions
Plenty of tang. We will rent
trailer and Oadiana 175.00 Monthly
or $25.110 Noddy. Purrailied. Make
resereations. POnner Oalloway Co-
undani. Mx and Mrs. H. L. Nance,
2405 Highland Acres Dr. Clearwater,
Florida. A-39-C
SHIN FROMM/IS? Use Doctors
Prescription Ten-O-Six lotion for
• cioan. clear, protected complex-
ion. Invisible and Greaseless. per-
fect for both boys ono girls with
in bletrembea. lionwid Drugs.
II-A-24-C,
I
NOW OPEST New Concord Bieber
Shop, McClure Budding. Raymond
Herraley Barber hours, 12:00 noon
dB 7.00 p in. Monday through
Thursday, 7.00 a. in, 5:80 p m,
Friday. Closed Saturday and Sun-
day. A-26-C
_
DID YOU SEE the booms Sat-
urday between the Men and Gianni
on ABC? It not or if your TV re-
ception wain% up to per-0•11 753-
5005. Murray Oablevesion. 7????
THE ELRANCHO NURSERY is
  tempOnittly closed. For information
N 0 IA C E Itarubbery, --ededdelL
 We. Malvin Parris id Hard.
A-24-C
THREE ROOM apartment. rent
free, to mingle lady so widow Will
not be alone in house. Cali 763.
$406. A-24-0
NOTICE TO FARMERS '
The Murray-Calloway County
Airport Board sill offer 
'planting
rent
150 acres or more for the Plan
of corn or other trope on the con-
vantial rent-snare busts.
All interested parties are asked
be at the Murray Cety Hall on
: Wednesday, April 28. 1906 at 4:00
pin at W4uX211 1.1,ne the wattled
person or pe.rsons will be selected.
For further in:ormation contact,
Mayor Hoknes Ellis, Buford Hurt
or Audrey Simmons.
Murray Calloway ()amity
Au-port Board
E L. Howe, clasir.. A-7-C !
NOT -l•
Pineapple Pound (Deice 111.00
Brownies  do., 50(
Billiterflake ROLA
• Splaellitof100111bad Batery
/wed*/ SWOP* Ma
wr 1-T-C
•
ATTENTION •
BOYS
AN SECELLENT paper route in
Murray is now open. We need a
good responsible boy for this
route "LNIMEDIATELY-. Qualified
hey can start at once. Please apply
Ai person at the Ledger & Times
Office.
_ bo,14 tigi.p WANTED
WANTED 2 Billatiooters for Live
Wire Oallection Agency. Over 2.3.
Travel 50 mile radius Murray. No
intling-No Cotiectics - Average
ainelngs WOO Month. Oen or write
Mr. Sheldon Cyphers, Hohday Inn,
Paducah, 443-7621, Monday through
Wednesday. 8 to noon and 7 to 9
p in M- 14-P
HELP WANTED
OPPORTUNITIES
NOW OPEN
at
BOONES
Laundry & Cleaners
FOR WOMEN
Age 11-35
1, Draw Pinteher
2, Counter
3. Flatwork FOidet
4. Mark-in Girl
5. Moe - Bookkeeping ma-
chine A -r -C
NEMO MCItirt . . Mali It aa
100mandis hiWaSinn clo. Represent
AVON ColledgpICS. Were - haw
Akmi MAYA, P. O. Illox ISM. Padu-
cah, By, A-20-C
MUIR LAMM fir mangle work
CaA Supenor laundry and Clea-
ners 753-1613 or rtradence 753-22114.
4-27-C
NANCY
1'1 SSI i'.
ACCORDING 10
I N DI AN CUSTOM,
WHEN BACHELOR
INDIAN ENCH SAY
"I LOVE YOU" 10
UGLY CHIEF OF
PRETTY MAID
YEP---AUNT
FRITZI'S RIGHT--
POINTING 7). -
IMPOLITE
tenet IN SLATS
You MEAN, S/R, THAT THE
MACIONE OVER THERE":;
GOT A REAL
PERSON IN IT
or
NOT A PERSON, MY BOY -
BUT THE SUM TOTAL OF HIS
PERSONALITY. ALL HIS
QUALITIES SAVE THE
ACTUAL BODY.'
FAR
FROM
1T/7
-UGH !'-
TIARGAI /I 15 60c1 Au. KNIKKIZ
2A11.4, 04ARUE EROILIN...410011-
FOOL HIM WITH KIRCKLE MILS-
IMISCOLM1
Mai
144 iS THE LATEST THiN6
PITCHING 13,1 CONAliTTEE!
-
IN GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
ROUNDABOUT' INDIAN
ST•/L.E,YC)U SAYING 'IOU
LOVE PRETTY MAIDEN
IN WI TRI 15E.r.' I CATCHUM2
 
 ....••••••••
,• _
br Raeburn Van Ritmo
1,E
WANT TO VORE YOUR BODY,
CHARLIE, 7AS A RECEPTACLE
FOR
TH1 E
AND MIND
cpei Al
SD
IN THE
PSYCHE
VAC
id,sizph4
▪ •  • • 7 ••• -
-
•••••
..
-
1.
a
_a
t•-•
1
. • .
boo,.
. - .
••••1•....
•••••
,
VII  Ai rum — weillAt•
•
• -
. •••• e.g....-. • •
Engagements Marriages
Connie Hopkins
Elected President
Of Calloway PHA
The Calloway County Haigh
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America was called
to order by U14 Wendel*. Mlaa
Nancy Wilson. at its regular Apre
meeting Iasi Bctute, Obragran
read a portion fean the able and
a poem as the devotional.
Ilia Sharon Venable. program
chairman. explained the the fur
the month on isialing Benet '
rah& Relations for PILA and
*Sim Roonorwas Mtn Mary Belle
• Pathan preserted the pans for
• 
Week. She Coro urged each nsem-
Obi obeervance National Pli A.
ber to partottpite to stow cabers
the ideals at the organnon
The minutes were reed by the
metwtesra. Man Connie awns. and
Mks Brenda Janes. treasurer gave
the financial report for the month.
Plans were made for serving at
the le F A Banquet
Miss Carolyn Murdock chewiness
of the noismating committee. pre-
sented the tel6-03 skate of officers.
Tbe !causing grit who met the
nialidientaces aa staled al the taxi-
alamillas and By-Laws, acre elected*
tee }tea. presadem Canna
. flea nce-president. Sharoa
Venable, second ace-preeadent;
Brenda Janes. ieceet&rT. 31leta
so
K-
. trsieuree; Noss Hermit par-
larnenbenns; Deiores Taylor. re-
porter, Kay Poen hatonan, LOU-
ells Taylor. -imilment histerlien
Cathy Harris sone leader. Panielli
Wilson in:mum leader and
EalrIAL Roberta deranocal
Wes Wean announced that the
FHA Datriet Meeting souki be
held April Mai Fallowing the cam
mg rousts and refaesbrnenak Mimi
Debbie Cathoon. retreat:3ml lealig.
and Ilas Bonita Cbrianar., swig
Wider ad the group in songs mid
relaxer'
• • •
INS
KENTUCKY
110111111111•1111TI-
Squifflet-Hurt Vows To Be Read
Mks Jess Tbeases Sesifflet
Dr and Mrs Horace llamas Squifflet. Harrodsburg. announce the
enpgreenenrell then' daughter Jean Thomas, to Harold Thomas Hurt,
ed Mr. and Mrs. Thdord 'Brandon Hurt. Murray.
Mai eguirrhe a redone of the University of He/Vicky and a
gsgisibee of Earls Aipha Theta sorority, a presently employed by the
Payette Clonsta Sabool System_
Mr Hart, a graduate of Murray State COlege and • number of
Pt Kappa Mina fraternity will be grachated in Iday from the Universal
of ltatatacny OblIege 01 law a-here he a a member of Ptu Da Ptu
Opt fraternity.
The wedding well be July 10 In :he Harrodsburg Baptist Church.
PERSONALS
Mr and Mrs Harold Prow and 1 and daughter Kathy of St Louis,
deolialer. Mary. of HannitaL no, Mk. were the a eekend guests ofI
were the recent gutats of her par- his parenta. Mr and Mrs Earl
eon, Mr. and Mrs. Olb-de .koes. - Manyo -
• • •
and-lihe Charles ELI Mrs -CiWT. Write
DOI A 1A100 IIPParwith Is dame be as "Milli IF'
Mans(ar lihnoid Wilese's next question., He planed
U.& ler talks en what to do about Viet Nair.
•••
•
•
elliDdrow6etie and -Pau* were the
wilDallall Wins of her pareryts, Mr.
NM UM Mb Dans at Fancies.
Mrs 'Warren Jambs and three
rdaddren. Czotiala Ann. Pamela
Lynn. and David ASen. from Miami
Beach, Fka.. armed Wednesday by
=to vait with releithei here.tisk retains bone May
• • •
Mrs. James Tucker
Hostess For PTA
h-irksey Board
Mrs. Jonas Tucker was hos:ea
for th. meeting of the exec.( a,
board of the Kirtsey Parent-Tea-
cher Aseocianan held Tuesday at
ten-away talon m the month,
at her haw
Inatastiora *ere made for the
Aell and Inky meeting as this la
the La bard inwiting of the year.
The group voted to mew dingier to
Annual Mother an dl)aughter Banquet Held
By Calloway County High FHA Chapter
The annual Mother and Diggh-
ter Banquet of the Calloinay Man-
ty High School Chapter of !hi Pa-
tina Homemakers of America was
held In honor of the mothers which
have Mend seal roles at the Rees
of each member.
lally Miller. president of the Cal-
loway chapter of the Future Ra-
mer sof America, and OM year's
mers of America and the yeses
cation.
The delicious aindlelleht- meal
was served in the infanta of the
ached by mention of the ?Allure
Partners' antassinatibr
The decimal:loin connoted of white
wedding bens, ether keye. and red
candles arranged cner a row Of red
net pieced in the center of the
Mite tab/eolith
Mhz Nancy Wilson, president, led
the opening ceremony The weber e
was gn-en by Mks Oracle Clabiera.
chairman of the tentees ocennettee
Her mother, We. Oman Oinnon,
graciouedy responded to the wel-
come
1tbr5 Wilson introduced the guests
whom the organization was privil-
reed to have in attendance Among
those present were the past honor-
ary members. who were SW 
ler Guy Lovins, Huron Jeffery, Iva
Mrs nankin Jones
A special guest was Mrs. Las.
Adams, teacher it Callaway
High who wee honored by the
chapter conferring honorary mem-
bership and a honorary Chapter
Homemaker degree on her because
of her serviett• to the organuatur
Others preaent were Bala Mur-
dock. chairman. Jan Washer. and
Dili Sent hielield. board members,
Leon Grogan, CiallOWay County Dir-
ector of Public Personal, Bcra-arci
Curd supervisor of Calaway Coun-
ty Babools, M. B. Rogers. Merin
lateater. arid Prazn Jones, ele-
mentary school proaMals, Hunter
Lose. photographer, and Larry
Sanwa. yearbook editor.
The orisineartion was ano honor-
-2nel' 11W Dillener'Iltithtfr.
Mrs Ruth Wilson. Mrs. lisnmettne
trenali.,e. Mrs. Jean lturdodk. Mrs.
A:ne Clarrson. Mrs Minns Evens.
..nd mei! Rogerson. and the mo-
ot the PHA members
The thane for the occasion ma,
P HA. em Seek Keys To Happy
Hotoes".
The csouarsttiee of PTArnesn-
bers who wrote the Ma r the
program sere Meam Maraha Hen-
don. chairmen. SOlitta Chneman._ .
able tialblks r part of Tearesac
Aggkedial/M11 Week.
wee* nactased for the next
Merliking Tuesday. Apnl 27, at 7.10
pm at the schen with Dr Charles
Scarborough as the weaker The
semen grade mothers a it be hea-
then*
Those preeera Isere Mesdames
Ituah Palmer. Mike Wade Joseph,
Illaz MAW Stafford Morris Ray
Breath, Misery L Potts malcalm
Majors. Lune Parrett John Baker.
and Tucker
ladies' lunch
Sy AIN OLUUJVAI
110LANIIINa; a lads's* lunch-
eonv Serve a apectacular
salad.
Our choice Is a recipe that
mixes ,regtried pinearp'.e slices
with robed meal sad cream
cheese and beautifully bases
tim combination oa • shun-
mertng gelatin mold.
Sour Cralm arrasidr.r, is
tarred *Ste the salad but
dseters can skip slarattng on
an extra helping of this treat.
To round out the menu.
ntthing could be better than
1Ralain Coconut 'Lost, a quick
Mary Belie Postal, Nancy Wil-
son. and Myra Buoy.
eggs Wary Belk Paschall intro-
duced the lint which presented
education. openness interline mat-
urn,. personal quinines. values, re-
vongiby. respect, parental op-
press/ planing. religion. rumness
and love as keys that =Oat the
doors to breppy tsomes
Members perticipathig in the skit
we Myra Stay. Patrice& Wilson,
Carol laylor. Patsy PhIl-
It Mary Jane Rhoad-
es Nancy Allen, Peggy Taylor, Mary
Frances Flaiersan. Juds Keno,
Carsten Murdock and Cathy Hanle
MUD Martha Hendon, second vice
pregnant, In oharge of degrees,
recognieed those members R130 have
warted on Johece. Chapter ar aste
degrees this year Mies Sharon Ven-
able, first nee president. expensed
appreciation to the seniors wno have
participated in our organbanon.
FHA_ members partating in
the two muiscal numbers were
Mime Matta Obrestoen, D. Garrett,
Sherry nalarras, Patricia Wilson.
and Mesas Mcatilien &converted
by Miss Nino, Wilson and Judy
Kelso. . • •
.Mrs. Richard Tuck
Guest Speaker For
Home Department
Mr*. Rlohard Tuts was one guest
speaker at the Apr21 lunchenn meat-
• of an HOrtle DepitUnr:It ot the
Murray Wcenana Club held at the
club haute
The spasm presented a mom tn-
tereeting account of the trip the
and her tsuaband took recently to
Puerto Rico She spate of the beau-
ty at the country, the cleanliness
of the people, and of the
utry cars on the narrow arse
winding streets of the citJea. She
san the Jet ;aline trip through the
clouds wait most beautiful
11, Cicadas 
& 
Card. wbo eth 
ProgramIll's Tk inuc was troduted by Mrs.
Oilman
Denv officers were elected for the
mat club year are Mrs. Charlie
Creaked. ',rename. Mrs. Lessard
Vaughn, see-ohainnan: Mrs Hum-
phrey Key, seemlier: Mrs. Burnet,'
Watertseld. uthstirer
The vue-ohenman. Mrs. Craw-
ford, presided and r Glen Ani-
1 craft. chairman. at . V REM ccn-
fined to her home. sent her re-
gards Manes were ninth tar new
member- and a report of the rum-
mage sale WY given
Arrengements of throng Duane
were sued at the luncheon tables.
A pouudk luncheon wee served with
the hostesses furnished the dessert.
Heaton= wore Madams H Mb-
elske. aurae Crawford. Frank Hein
comb. Max Hurt. N P Hutson.
01Mnszclore Jones, a: id David
NOWT
TM results of the attendance
canine was announced wart Mrs.
Chu fillinsginriti croup bang the
winners ebb will be guests of Mrs.
Noel Mengtria noon for • Padua
Pinnace= at the cabin of Mrs N.
B. Dallas on Thursday. May 30, at
12:DO par
A Spectacular Salad
Is Star Attraction
bread that can be spread wit.
butter or cream cheese or, fat
fewer calories eatensans
spread.
PINTA PPLE PARTY
SALAD BOWL
1 (1 lb. caa
pineapra seem
14
491
.*611401111.
VORFUL LIFORNIA nsisins and •essety coconut add new flavor to this quirk bread
Spread it v.th butter or yawn cheese WM Serve with an appetising fruit. salad.
1 (6 oz.) pkg. raspberry
gelatin
c. boiling water
% e. lemon juke
2 c. chopped crisp lettuce
3 c. cubed cooked tom
Or turkey
2 (3 oz.) pkg creatn
cheeses, cubed
1 a. sliced celery
e. May chopped
green onion
g tap. sett
Sour Cream 1Dressing
Crisp salad greens
Drain pineapple. Meanie*
syrup and add enough water
to make 1 C.
Cover pineapple and chill in
refrigerator.
DfuKtve gelatin in bifling
water. Stir In pineapple syrup
and lemon juice; core
Pour cooled eelattn Intel
large compote cr nervier Ask.
Chill several hours way
than.
cat 4 ,theanele glees into
a-edges; combine with lettuce,
ham, cheese, celery, onion and
salt_ Toes gently. leolstan
lightly with Sour Cream
Dressing.
When ready to *tire. ar-
range 4 pineapple slices
around alter edge of bowl.
Dile salad Mixture in eenter.
Tuck email crisp salad greens
around* outer edge between
ronespple Alfree.
Peres With -Boar Cream
Dressing
Sorrel g.
)401 R CREAM DREeterfel
1 pt dairy sour ereern
r pineopple juice
ag tap. ginger or curry
site %p.m dub
giamoread. Salads aimed on
14 Lep. grated lemon peel
la tap. eenioned edit
tela- Paprika
2 Dap. finely chopped
fresh mist (optional)
C ern b lite all hareritents
Clover Arne refrtgerate several
Moia to blend flavors. Makes
1 pt. drentler.
OBOUNI/T 1.04,
e, lofted Mial
1 baking pow der
1 C. sugar
1 tsp. gait
.2 r earl( or g, iden rodents
1 c. togged flaked
• -eltoair-iathaftaloasisa,-
.
,
.••••
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Sneaky, April 34
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Women's Club will have its
non luncheon at the chits house.
Hostesses will be Mn, M P. Chris-
topher, MIS. Leland Owen, Kis. L.
A. Ilbore, Miss Rosetta Henry. and
Mes Jewel Dean Etna.
• • ••
Monday, April te
The American Legion Auxry
will meet at the Legion Hell at
seven pin with Mies Banda Smith
IL the guest speaker Hbetesses will
be Mrs. Ned Wilson Mrs. Max
Churohill. Mrs. Ivan Futrell, an!
Mrs. Pete Kuhn.
• • •
The CreatIve Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 9:30 a.m. Hos-
tesses MI be Mesdames T L. Hop-.
bra, H. L. Oakley, Lester Nam-try,
Wilkens Warren. and M. C Elks.
• • •
The Calloway County Branch of
Childhood adunstion will meet at
the Triangle Inn at six pm
• • •
The Faxon 4-H Club Raney will
be held at the shoal at seven pin
ldembera are Listed to bring their
euhlitate at 646 p.m
• • •
Teaday, Apell 17
The Kirksey Elementary School
PTA wIll meet at the school at 7.30
pm. Dr Marks Scarborough will
be the speaker The second grade
mcthers will be hcateesses.
• • •
Wednesday, April II
Ihe Ladies Day luncheon isrUl be
served at noon at the Calloway
CaraltY Clattery ChM Hoitowee
will be Mesdames Robert 0. W-
ire, Joe Hal Sawn. Poreoroan Gra-
ham. Wiliam Cinshism. Rune Gar-
land, Cecil Aura Sam Knight, and
Jack Mate.
-• • •
Thursday, April II
011ehhied Circlet, of enhege Pres-
130einin Obtircb woolen bc4d a
Trod* Day and Bioe' at the Launch
Perla House from Oven M nita
p.m.
• • •
Friday. April M
Cboanned (arc los of °Dilate
Prenseteraus Church women wW
hold a Trade Del_
-Penni House frau nms
am. to 12 nom.
SATURDAY — APRIL 24, 1985
Da Two,Iet ... Lady! ,
Abigail Van Buren
put it. --Your son decided to take
NS out for Easter Sunday dinner
instead. jure the two of us. Wasn't
Wet sweet of hew ' And off they
went I time we tad planned to
Mae dinner at their home, I had
rictlung prepared al home, so my
huthand and I went to a reetaurant
and ate by ourselves.
r A few days beer I found out that
my sob and his wife went to HER DEAR ABBY • Heirardina the jet-
Lot signed -11HRIVW HIM 01; l'."
from a woman who did plat that
when she loathed that net hus-
band, woo had grown cold to her,
had girt fringis all over town to
whotn he sass undoubtedly warmer.
Illowever yuseatied -TailtEW HIM
OVT' Was to writing her letter, et
is only- case spathe case, but to
read n in your column on couki as-
riser e, is more gerseriu.i than
*mak. Poi the sake al the sus-
Snow and istkappy by this tiller-
you abotikd twomptly prim
eked sway doctor, lairyar and der-
- DEAR ABBY I would len On Oren blows. that a hambanda
°pluton of my problem. My beil4 Phyietal ardor is not a tab measure
b retired sod be bobby at autism, of ha Wile lave and devotion, We
There's no harm In diet. test Medea Masai or iss
Nang kw; 'waged outable. he eras Sten me . . . 
.8
beet and forth Melds our house '1_,LitL FitUdiDtelES HUSBAND"
heal the right. He emestele over 300 DEA! H131/A1¼D: While a de-
mama and when he wages, ass Maury at phyiewil ardor is no
vaaktwholentgeouineetamsbakeshotae ist hen thee indenrue., 0f o, f kit usrhbt•, drase ithniere
as makeng outside. and he ationia is an ahundonste of physical ar-
;shaft go wawa and wan around dor Pro•f of lt..trid that goesthe block as many tunes as he was-its double for wives,
to. but lie aye I am being unreel- 
• • a
onahle.. I bare never asked him to 
Ken lake Homemakersbslap ironing before 10.30 p. tn. I
• • •
saterday, May I
The Spnng Dance will be heed
et alb Calaway County Otanstry
Club !rum Men. pm to one am.
kg adult members and their ost-
of-thwn guests Hoge wit be Mears
and Monernee Cecil Parris James
D. Meath. Butorri Hurt Ace Me-
Itapaolde. D Shoemaker. and
Bedsit Riche reason
• • • •
Murray Amenity No le Order
of the Rainbow for Ora wet have
as school of inetruotion at one
DEAR ABBY. My ciaugetter-In- answer berause I am tired of beuag
War invited my hueband and me to milled— ,
have Easter Sundial dinner at their "PLASH"
home Just as we were getting ready fileAllt "PLAs11": According to
to have for their house, they pre- Mr. Charles C. Bentord, who has
anted Qin...a:yen at our home all been the Chief of the Beverly
dressed up. This is the wag gips Hills lire Department for 46 years
tkh te fake. 11.11hUoIng seeks Use
"ground" limits the purpose of
a lightning rod', not a "way out."
Chief Befitted added that this
tale Is superaitlon—like the old
PennsylsAnlis myth that if you
put on your shingles by the light
of the moon. alit keep them
trees ennui&
parents' home for Esser Sunday
dine*. This upset me terribly and
has been preying on my maul. What
em your Minion of • datlatiteron-aw
like that?
trparr
DEAR UPSET: It was a very
shabby trick, but your daaghter-
la-law had have the full coopera-
tion of 'our Son in order to pull
It off, so he Is SS guilts AS is.
Don't let It tester. Al the oppor-
taine nine, tell them both that
you are wise, sad clear the ale.
• • •
..pa-se -Sail assay- ...Jr ra
Ma Met stamping, I Wen tell you
hike bervenicidog it at. So woos
Unremonalae/
-WALACIIR S wiyt
Dt AR WIPE: lie is, As him to
Palk to his Meter's. tour lour
hug could be walking itheself
ta.,Nen Into a menses break-
• • treasurer s report wee givers and b
• 
*ern Member* answered the rollDRAB AB" Scinewhe:e 1 had call -Bets..0 u MO bdintam Placer
• • •
_
; Mrs. Crawford
The Reigate Homemakers Club
miordet inonthewhournednead je otyanonlIns1Crs4. fsor-
' Mrs is eft P
the regulsergriordmontlay. artemeetingrewided
and Mrs Walker Gene- gave the
devote= from Phillirirs 4 8 The
Club eets hit
heard that during on electrical arwl Pirnting re Good hi Tlursgasox in stis iineteys bemto lease • and ack um) the aid' sa.6 Uie(Mr wInclos open it that if light- thotg2* for the =nth
Ming *Ikea it ten a eme out of the Landkuspe rift were given by
hodak IX you, or any of yaur read- ana Ride Mocks. --pin • PhDurk •LIPPer at str-177n era 10011 anYthift about thile' Mr 'II.. min roots en -Decisionand An ine.pecition at. seven pm, all bilstand has turned it ILLo a big Niskang • was glOri by Mr• Rclberr-at Che Masonic HISU • Mier. and I have DO way at kranitne n.• • 
• sivet I award area trUe cr Abs. ibiresilments were se-tied by the
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I he-oo. it; rvin c •I'W up vrt.ti at. 'ere •
flakes Ilmapple Salad Itoo...1
a mold of risebertY
embank
1 egg
c.
,4 tsp. rains --
RPgIft Mter with baking
powder, sugar and salt. Stir
In retains Ilea coconut.
' neat egg until foam#: Mix
with milk and v a rin la. Stir
intn dry Inatedients: mix thee-
talchiv but do het best.
pour thlo greased lame porn
119i2 s tk4 x 2%, in Hike in
moderate oven (350' F.) about
1 hour and 10 minutes,
Makes 1 loaf.
3.
-
Cook's Jewelry I
= Ali MAIN STREET .„.,`,;(orAird'ie,"..4
b TUXEDO
RINTAL
f oat - rants - Shirt - Tie - Jewelry
Cummerbund - Suspenders $ 1 2 50
COMPLETE OUTFIT
N9RTH1NS
L .
WIG SHOWING
— FE4tRIMfl _
BOB BUTLER
SUNDAY - APRIL 25
2 to 5 p.th. -
AT _
WEST SIDE BEAUTY
SHOP
104 Mbrth iSth !Nuttily, itOhtucky
and ItiouTs
FlU PI Rtir voivtiTt) TO ArtEtn
•
4
-111141terNitiMor.g...
-
••••-•••••
ill
r
APRIL 24, 1965
,Lady!
an Buren
am tired of being
"FLASH".
H.': According to
denford, who has
of the Beverly
anent for 46 years
'Inning seeks the
the purpose of
. not a "stay out."
added that this
Jon-like the old
Iyth that if yvu
Ogles by the light
I IlkiIlkeep them
• •
Itegariling the let-
.LW 1KM OUT,
who did Piet that
NA that net hue-
morn cold to het,
all over town to
doubtectly aarmer.
''1.111tEW HIM
'Ming her iota
odic caae, but, to
Amin couei aa-
U general than
mike cif the sus -
pm by Um toter-
lid promptly pnot
r, lawyer and cler-
that a rantband's
aot a fair measure
Rd devottuo, tua
.$
MESS HUSBAND'
AND: While a de-
ideal ardor 1st no
a husband's true
✓ neither
C of physical gr-
. tn• that goes
I.
• e
omemaker,st
Trith
:,ford
Homemakers Club
of Mrs Ira Craw-
ley, April 14. for -
Idly meeting
grdent. presided
I Oillby gave that
alipplens 41 The
t. WM given and
answered the roll
Diemion Places
Good In Things
he fild" was the
north.
m Were given by
molt dri O'Decanon
by Ike Robert
itee served by the_
•
ry
Artrarved
IgmOnd Rings
ss
•
•
allaRDAY  ar Skint;
. ; • -a •
f R SALE
FIVE ROCIM frenie house Large
mreeetAoha1 room In heirtherit.
'11101a01 train high school. Meow by
VIPAnterient. Phone 7534418 after
in. A -24 -P
HOUSE POR SALE BY OWNER 2-
gibliareld hOtne. Ceganak
tile bath. Neat adage. 1621 Hamil-
ton, VI-17411. Tic
YEA4 ROLlgilD pO1T4018
Xengually Lake at Panorama Mans
Fully furnished. two beihria$06 both.
Wilk Mil hisOillood ca thealtie,
gasielisigi an bakie. lams
leavened-en porch, tdeotric beat air
ocelfalialiner. WI 160 x 382. Onlyto
NURSERY
STOCK
Holly
Born cod
Apple
Pk* Dogwood
White DolPsood
Mannoilia
Sliver Maple
Norway fipruce
White Pine
Arboruitas
Hemlock
Juniper
Upright Yee
ablioading Yew
Otheie
NICE CLEAN STOCK
- IPKWED IUGHT -
SHIRLEY FLORIST
HI N. 4th
nikautes chive hem Adtorray. Platte
I 743-2111 or 753-4346. Al -1 -C
SERVICE STATION Stainess, Stock
mal equipment. Oall 7684100.
A-.36-C
liGREZ SADDLE and bridle. Now.
never been one& Black with red
seat and chrome trim $05 for aid-
dte. 615 for kindle or both for $110.
Cal: 753-2590 or see at 305 North 12th
areal. A-2'7-NC
14111W 'NO BROOM brick house
cs dal, built-In stove,
Utility, weds ember anci dryer out-
** noSIOCIFt. 263-2177. 58-34-P
x 20 2430T shareinum trailer
house, taindern wheels, Very good
0a14 763-4602. A-24-C
063 UWE}, house trailer. 46' x
10', Par' more Infornautaon see Belly
Elegem at Pastas Market from 7
a In to 6 p. in. A-24-0
11164 FALCON 2-ctr Sedan, 6-cylin-
der, autotnatic traimmostrot Local.
one-owner oar Bought new in Mur-
rell sell at atiolesaile pact.
758f-1631 alter 5 30 9. nt.
A-36-P
PIANOS, Baldwin Organs, Gui-
tars, Amplifiers, Magnavox Ster
ex, TV's, Records, Band Instru-
ments, your complete music store,
acrose been the Post &nee. Parisi
Tenn. Tern Lonard0 Piano Corn-
y. H - 1 TC
1966 CIEBYti-Elft Windsor, 2-dr.
turd-cup. f2ctra nice. New urea
heavy duty battery, Call 753-6865
eater 6 CO p. in A -26 -C
NW DODOS DART, tour door VII
eutoinanc or 1969 Volkswagen. Both
In rod ourchtion, Oall 483-8633 af-
ter 4 p.m. A-27-C
SS AGM& 10 improved pasture, 12
native gram p(sid. feacettimittross
gni LEDGER TIRES - 11101111AY, EINIVOIEY
fenced. 3 room home and cistern.
Mail and school bus route. 3 miles
from village. Total price only 1.4450
Waiter E. Duke, United Farm
Agency 753-5067. A -24-0
A BRICK RANOH STYLE on one
at the bent streets in town. This
above average home with three
bedrooms, Meng end dining area,
large ktibuhen, uttillty and carport
ki veil located for elementary Wheel
end college.
IIREE BEDROOM BRICK recent-
• cloomiseci thivoulanouit,
mom, kitchen and dining area, and
utiliiy room Alf of these rooms are
above average in am. Carport and
paved drefesay Reasonably p000l.
AN 11$114001LATE three bedroom
brick eliactcas livmst room, kitchen,
bath, manic end earporn Thu-
roteilOy mounted, storm doors and
window 0one-rate driveeay and a
very nice lawn. Conveniently le-
• to the college.
We dont punch a Mot oall us`
any.zhe. We have a nice selection
O wit types of property.
locker Realty * Insenumoi Co,
• -16apts -napes* - Murray, •
Donald R. Tucker - Bobby Grogan
763-401 11 - Harem Tucker 760-4110.
• 1-T-C
WANTtl)
YARDS TO MOW. Phone 168-31110.
A -34-C
COLLEGE GIRL degree part-tent
work. Have Iliad several ernmee
eloirthouil, typing, Ounneesi ma-
cables. afire practice Some ao-
oounting, Photo 753-600O after 4
P. M. A-44-P
AT THE MOVIES
"FOR CAPITOL. AND DRIVE4111
tegormation, call 763-3.114-. M-11-63
-  
Suspense Gordon Aslhe
adv•ntur• by (John Creasey)
wouldn't have tried,' Dells said
logically. ''He always Mearoon
of finding duunonda-
"Did be talk much abet*
them T-
r "Sometimes," she said. "Be
was apprenticed to a diamond
cutter once out gave It up He
tiao always promised me dia-
monds. He didn't realties the&
I run wanted Wm Bid le al-
ways had to go MOM* fife the
moos and 1 Oast even Wad
that -
"How often did be go away?"
"Most months." she said. 'We
lived nere for flee years. At
first I bated It, but I grew 'o
love the desert I 'gill do. Se
used to work for three weeks
and go away for One. At first
he was eure he'd strike It lucky,
but toward the gad be ikket
say much. Fie Just used to go
oft I think he was afraid of
admitting that lee War beaten.
Then he stayed home for two
month', and I Honest be was
going to give up. I Utlak he
would have but for the lettee."
"Letter?"
"From Donovan."
Day/Ilan fought back a Habig
excitement
"About the prospecting l''
"Yea. Donovan said he was
sure he'd found blue ground
and offered Nigel • half share
If he would help him work IL"
CHAPTER IS
'FIEAFtS were making Della
I Ferrest's eyes glisten
"14a r Davensh." Me said.
ilXis
t 
really thtnk 1411spere a
11-1:ithe Donovan wag," said
Patrifte MU: liah thougetfully.
Della Osaa Mine found to Ille
etttfl•dt without prompting, and
that wee Just what be had want-
ed. "You imeive his resift sheet
Nigel too. The evideani polar
here says that be wasn't a
thief "
She locked etaitled.
'Here? In thil house?*
"There beet omen evidence of
a rietemful career of mania 14
there,"
She stared, not at first sets-
prehending.
.71h he hadn't any money!'
-- "None?'
"Very little, anyhow." Delia
laid "He uilid to work for one
or other of the copper aied es-
beet°, miners near here, or he'd
do some rock tenting for gold
rm., ,iranItim- the big corn-
parlors pay a rod fee_ rye a
few hundred pound' II year of
my own tn.."
"No he didn't mak• money
trom crime."
'That doesn't mean thst he
A PROMISE OF DIAMONDS
armilerrurekitsje.s•Doriderespay, ii=rytrmaustol. jrNazweel. Ocry, .4.84,,,gt,
"Did be say where?"
"
'13ti you Rican that Nigel
elan tell you or Donevae IRMO
01111 lasctiernent crept
tato hie woke.
'Donevae lust said they were
to meet at the place they'd
worked argether before. Nigel
said U was about a hundred
miles southwest's arol be could
find this mot blindfold."'
"Thei be describe II!"
Della frowned ma if trying to
recollect_
"Dom It matter r she asked
slowly.
"It could
deal."
Della frowned. Most of her
tension bad guns Talking bad
helped; remilding H Dor000
had nelped even more.
'Tee, be certainly described
It, Kalov DetWIlah. lie plotted
the course on a map. 1 remem-
ber be said not only that It was
about a hundred miles moulti-
ng,' but that the trail marks
were some big rocks, e baobab
thee, some old minee-e man
vets Of gold was found there
,eacte-and I range 01 black
▪ kite. • pause law add-
ed, "W111 that help 7.
'Tan  know bow
much Old the lathe say any-
thing else?
"No," answered Dena without
hesitation "'Nothing."
"Donovan sound absolutely
Sure?' asked DawIlatt
"Y ea"
"Did you tell anyone aikas
&pout them trail masks?"
"Net Orr • long time"
"Why not?"
"1 fil-in't pant anyone to fol-
low turn," Della replied. "If he
struck it lucky, he wouldn't
emit anyone to know &boot It,
n would nee a rush and moil
everiSfilng• Donovan mos eald
be inuistret tell leineolle. It was
In • prietscript, uodertined. I cab
Croon gee It to this day.'
' Dewlish said. "have
you idff got Donovan's letter ?"
"Nigel took It with him."
"Did Nigel say nothing else
thout ?"
"A tapolutely nothing,. Della
ensured nine
"Whom did you 1e5 eventual-
ly ?" Lodged Dawltan
"A friend of Nigel." Dells'e
reply was almost too Casual
"Jeff Mason, I mean_ He went
oft to look as far as the black
hills. butt there was no sign of
an abandoned truck or of any-
one working fie kept on try•
ing to convince rite that NI;
would never come back. and
I'm vire he hoped he wouldnt,
iron, the Dodd. Seed iou badge
mat ter a great
but when he did come Jeff was
very good"
"land be the man who Came
In the rescue on the nortit you
were attecited ?"
'Tea," answered Della. "He s
always at nand to help Ai-
ways" eibe sat wIthou* spetut•
ing tot several seconds moking
as if into the empty distance
"You're absolutely sure Nigel
didn't utter word when rue got
%MITT" Dawilab insisted
NM course be didn't don't be
ridiculous. He was hardly
hreatriths.-
Unbidden, a picture rsf Pelle-
are tam, ot relict ty hardly
breathing. came to I•avvuan's
mind. He shut it ,,eit
"Did be bring anything
back?" Ise asked.
"Nothing." Sella said, -Abao-
Itstery nothing. He Dad on a
shirt and a pair of pant*, In
Old hat and some palm-frond
menden, and belt There v asin t
anything in his pock r•-ta A brc.•
Wooly nothing. Woeol yol: like
to see?'
"Very much," said Tamils&
She jumped uu and OiCro In:,
the bedroom. He to r
to the door ana saw her tend
down Is front ct 3 ch:Lt of
drawers. She k cut a card
board box and brought it across
Y.he put it on the table and took
off the lid. The pathetic tittle
oddments of clothing looked it.
If they would fall to pie( en If
they were lifted .'it,
Diawilab picked up the san-
dals. They were worn through
at the heels and probably would
not NINO iasta J01 ano6bac sew
days. The t was in much
batter isondition. He trew it
through his fords, the round
edges pricking him, and pressed
LI between Ma thumb and fore-
finger, lie was not consciously
looking for anything; It was
almost • reflex action.
In places the belt was flat
and lumpy; In others It was
Innipy and hard He did net
pp*, at Dells but beat the
rope over sharply near one ox
the Writhe. The dry palm frond
Cracked and frayed.
"What are you doing?" Della
asked quickly.
DawlIsh said. "Just check-
ing." lie worked the frond to
and fro at the fracture he riact
just made, and tt spilt 16 two
A small shlny stone popped out
and, as he grabbed to save IL
fell onto the floor. . .
"Frairmeots of freed Uttar.
eel the table, like chaff, and
mere nor and thee • stone
fedi sharply " The story
eentinnes here on Monday.
Delortie• ciniou Copyright C 196. by Jan; C r e *** y, cinaributed or
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&ORA' WONDERS
MOBILE HOMES
zioncLE Hosir
Let model Mobile Horne 44' e
12'. Ideal for Barber shop, used
me cake or any type of mobile
commercial office. SMALL
DOWN PAYMENT - EAST.,
TERUO% Con be seen at AS-
SOCIATES CAPITOL CORP.
403 East Wood Street, Paris,
Tenn. A.voilable within the mixt
30 days, Moran 642-0282, A-24-C
NEW 10 WIDE
2 Bed room
MOBILE. ROME
Now Only $195 Down
with payments in the $501
NEW 12' WIDE
Bedroom
51116 Down with payMent3
In the $60s
Eilway a West - also
Clark's River Rchtcl
ST. CLAIR
MOBILE HOMES
Paducah, Ky,
FOR it ENT
1 MODERN OFFICE SPACE, 524
square feet, finA floor, air-condo
nixed, utilities lurnashed, parking
sirace, tobacco bulkikag. 296-208
Maple Street, Murray, Kentuclo
If interested contact Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Ammunition,
Phone 753-3981 or 753-31145. A-26-0
APARTMENT rent to middle age
lady to be companion to elderly
lady Phone 753-3406.
NEW 2 - BEDROOM apsillanent.
Range, dish wasbxr, garbage di.-
peel, tor-oondationed. Phone 753-
5579. or 763-3090. A -24-P
2- monoosi duplex ailantment,
e.ectrx heat, 1603 College Farm
Road. Phone 753-7377. A-26-C
TRAILER SPACE for rent. Cali
4:v6-3334. A-2•-c
2-BEDROOM TRAIL6161.., New. $60,00
too tnannh. Loosend one-fourth mile
of Murray. Clehl 763-4481 after 6
m• TPC
-
LOSE WEIGHT 15A.PMY with Dex-
A-Diet Tablete, Only 98e, Dale &
Stubblefield. 11-11-C
Green Hardwood Lumber
Tie Biding deliveral 'Our
yard Highway Si Hypes. Fork Lift
Unloading. Contact us for prices
and specoftoations, A. Ye. Bowen
Lumber Oompany, Inc, Dyersburg,
Tennessee, Phone 2135-4753, 53-12-C
ATTENTION VACA'17.0NERS,
PloneYmooners. We have the won-
derful beach. all sorts of attractions
Plena.), of faihing. We will rent
Malec and Cabana $75.00 monthly
or- $35.00 weekly. Furnished. Make
reservations. Former Colloway Co-
, untians. Mr. ad Mrs. H. L. Nance,
2485 Highland Twee& Dr. Clearwater,
Florida. A-29-C
FISALE HtLr WANTED
LOCAL BUSINESS now lies °pes-
ky for lady with experience Si d-
eice work and light. bookkeeping.
Write Bost lel, Murray. giving quid-
diumotacaba. 71FC
•
NEW FURNISHED apartment Air-
conditioned. Located on Payne
Street betund 88 Leo's Gatholle
Church Plume 753-3805, A-213-0
SKIN PROBLEMS? Use Doctors
Prewription Ten-0-81x lotion for
a clean, clear, protected complex-
ion. Invisible and Greaseless. per-
ks* for bath boys Ind girls wadi
skin bleeniimis. Holland Drugs.
H-A-24-C
NOW OPEN New Concord Barber
Shop, McClure Burldmig. Raymond
fleieley Barber hours, 12:00 noon
till 700 p m. Monday through
/Thursday; 7:00 a, in, to 6:110 p.
Friday. Closed Saturday end ikm-
day. A-26-0
DID 1(047 SEE the hallow-se Sat-
urday between the Mete and Gianta
on ABC? If jame"ir d' your TV re-
caption wasn't up to par-Call 753-
3 BEDROOM FARM house 7 & ti 5006. Murray Cables-mon. 71,',9?
holm from Murray. Call 490-8314  
after 4 o'ciock. 1-T-C THE ELRANCHO NURSERY Is
Earn it ars
thotratah hf *amen CIO. Represent
AVoil combiliTicb Write MIns
Alma Caned, P. 0, Box 1004, Padu-
cah, Ky. A-39-C
POOR LADIES for niaesie work
Call Superior Laundry and Cles-
ners 753-1613 or nendersce 753-2294
4-27-C
NANCY
 ••••••••••
PLA OIL o
(114RO) T14L5
6(AI 40012 tzAST
BALL CNARLiE
BROOM
temponwily cased. Fur informaavai
albean islefenn,- easibbet
Mrs. Mahan Farris at HAzerl.
kai-C
THREE ROOM apartment, rent
free, to single lady so widow will
not be skate in house. Call 753-
Imee. A -24-C
NOTICE TO FARMERS
The Murray-Calloway County
.Aiirport Bk,rd will otter for rent
160 acres or more for the iilariting
of corn or other crops Oa the con-
ventral rent-snare bests.
All interested parties are asked
to be at the Murray City Hall on
Wednesday. April 28, 1966 at 4:00
pm., at which t...,ne the qualified
person or persons will be selected.
For further in2ormation contact,
Mayor . Bohnes Ellis, Buford Hurt
or Audrey Simmons.
Murray Calloway Oounty
Airport Board
E. L. Howe, claarzmen A-27-C
Pineapple Pound Cadge $100
Brost rues . ilor 50c
BUIterf1Ake '20c
Special of Outland Bokery
Norilaide Sibs/tip-rag Center 1 - T -C
- - - - -
ATTENTION
- BOYS
AN FOICELLENT paper route In
Murray is now open. We need a
Rood responsible boy for this
route MONEDIATELY". Quallfied
Officer persocill: n": thatecmceLedger. Ple8;:e TimesaPPIY
EA or 'Iv!
- **AU HEL.P wAHTED
WANTED 2 Billehooters for Live
Wire cvLecuon Agency, Over 23,
Travel 50 mile radius Murray. No
sailing-No Coliectkag - Average
Miritogs $600 Month. Call or write
Mr, Sheldon Cyphers, Holiday Inn,
Paducah, 443-7621, Monday through
Wednenday. 8 to noon arid 7 to 9
p or M - 11-P
HELP WANTED
OPPORTUNITIES
NOW OPEN
at
MINES
Laundry & Cleaners
FOR WOMEN
Age 18-55
1, Drees FlMeher
2. Counter Girl
3. Fis.twort Folder
4, 5Lut-in Girl
5. Office - Bookkeeping ma-
thine A -2'7- C
I 1/4INK StOp arra KEW THE
BALI. LOW 10 T4t EWY CKARLLE
BROW .EA€14114 LOW CURVE
POINT
ThRo• T46 60/ ALL KNUCKLE
OWtUE OROWN ..4430U.
FOOL HIM WITH tOSICKLE 
A,..L 71-E COstroefS
Or SING SINS EVEN
A PIECE OF
•
YEP---AUNT
FRITZI'S RIGHT--
POINTING IS
IMPOLI TE
Isvor•e•
- EA?,
ACCORDING TO
INDIAN CUSTOM,
WI-4EN BACHELOR
INDIAN BOY SAY
"I LOVE YOU"10
UGLY CHIEF OF
PRETTY MAID
N SLATS
YDU MEAN, SIR, T-HAT THE
MACHINE OVER THERE'S
(IOTA REAL
PERSON IN IT?
FAR
FROM
IT.ff
NOT A PER • MY BOY-
/MIT THE SUM e AL OF HIS
PERSONALITY, ALL HIS
QUALITIES SAVE THE
ACTUAL BODY.'
v •
IN GOOD OLD-FASHIONED
ROuNDABOUT INDIAN
STYLE,YOU SAYING YOU
LOVE PRETTY MAIDEN.
IN MY TRIBE!! I CATCH'UM?
YOU
CATCHuM,
DADDY
WARPAT1-i!!
by lib:bars Vas Sure.
I WANT 11:0 HIRE YOUR
CHARLIE AS A RECOPT:ted
FOR 'THE SPIRIT
AND MIND /
CONTAINED -2-
IN THE 
,_,r%
PSYC.HE -
VAC
4.6154,0,4j
•,-;:•""
f•
mm
S••••••  .•
V
COPY NOT ALL
READABLE
••• Ii -
•
•
'
:
• ..
4-0
•
 '1.4045TIy4•'•.set"..../
•
sr ,
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-- • •
wheseweneamimsamemaggooll
Television Schedule
Channel 5- WLAC-TV
CBS
Week of 4prtl re-- A pro e
*eft Meaday through Fraley
11:41 Parm News
610 Country Jima-tam
47:411 Mt riling Nees
910 Morning Weather
MOB Captain Kargaroo
1:00 TV Ennio
WM 1 Love Lucy
ao:00 Andy of !bayberry
lerse The lanOors
12:4110 low of Life
11:31 Robert Troutt New'
11 :RI Search Par Theserrew
Pt 16 The Ounting
13,00 The Word st NoOn
31116 Oid The Singing Carvegitios
13:90 As The World Turns
UM Password
130 House Party
310 To TeL the Truth
refs Doug Rewards News
31/0 Mee of Night
&OD The Sense Storni
ihe Popeye and Friend"
400 Big Show
610 CBS Illeinine Neva
hatarday. April 14
1110 litithe inn Variety Show
BO Alvin Show
leinemise Tweed°
1/111 gun* Draw McGraw
Ole Mgt" Maim
WOO Lunn, The Iaanhearted
10:30 The Jewels
M. Sky Kim
/I:30 11113 Rend Mirka
WOO Scaech Match Bownrg
late Summer Spirts
135 Sig Show
0:00 Loyd Thant.= Show
• bieWsbelb•
4315 artier Wernher
620 This," in Sports
• :21 Seeker Gleason Show
7:30 Crillnisn's Lind
11.110 Secret Agent
9:911 Ooseneke
10.40 Salairday Night Mae
Mr 11 Iardir Weather
- 13I6 ledey awes
W10 Piles of the Ws
liandae. tell 2$
LSD aworbe Semester
1 00 Shiging Thaw to Due
7 * Chew' 01 Bawls
110 Lege Country Church
sN Nalivea's Jubilee
11/1;
Often* Tine
riwzil 1094
I :tti.P341."1(174.6hcijartI6'- 0161311r7
s-
.1
• „i Apra 36
p /0090 01 ;parte
SO to Tell DeThith
110 N. Osit .'S
1 30 sate OrifIllb
IX The later Weer
al Nene at the *est
10 fa lag Nerds
10 71 Rode Weather
1020 Today al agoras
10 30 CBS Regeorts
11 SO Milan Dicier Moyle
Taredey April 33
6:111 a=1111Siber
11
CM Today In awe
6 30 Dowd Thanes
70 Joey Belhap
UM Rid Shaken
Ill Petticeet Junction
1/ 00 The Drittors and the Nome
3110 lalg Pelle
*11 adder Weather
10 30 Milian Dd Movie
elaseday. April M
8,30 Celebrity Gang
9:00 The Defenders
10:00 Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
130 Million Dollar Movie
Friday. April 36
1:00 Neediest
gill Rada Weather
0:30 Today In Sports
6.30 Rawhide
'7.30 The Great Adventure
30 Goner Pyle CSIAC
9 00 Slattery 's Pee
10:00 Big News
l0h15 Radar Weather
1030 Today in Spores
20-30 ?liras at the 50's
Chanael 8 - WS1X-TV
ABC
Week el April 24-400-111-----
balky Illeaday thresega rriday
,411 News, Weather, Timetable
Five Golder. Minutes
700 Clod is the Answer
15 late Hess and the Imperiaki
7:30 News wtth Jam Kent
710 Weather with Oil Green
1:46 Supermen
9:11 Cagan Crooks Crew
11:3111 Romper Flom
111:301 Divorce Court
10:30 Price Is Right
1100 Dorms Reed Show
11.30 Patter Knows Bee
1200 Rebus Game
12-30 Pense in the Wind
110 Plaine in the Wind
ISO bey In Court
1:43 News Per Waimea
3:00 General Ileerdtat
2 30 Queen Tor A Day
2011 Trallinager
410 eaperrnain
410 MIrkey Mouse CIO
3111 131-Rhe New.
940 Westherecogy
5 46 Ron Cochrad with ihe News
6 00 The Ftlflernae
1010 heennage
.16-11 A-BC News
10111 Stew Allen Show
11 30 Five °ellen Minutes
10 e:ewskiwal
6 11 Radar Weather •
• 30 Today it Sports
0 X Mr Di
'700 My Living Doill'"̀
7 30 Beverly HtlibIllim
• el Darters Enteeleidel
000 An Hour WIth1111114rtas1'
00 Ilse Reporter ,.. •-
10 00 Mg News
10 15 Radar Weseher
2020 Today In Sports
10 30 Jerk Green Show
2035 Plans of the 50's
Thandan April 90
6 00 tenribest
15 Radar Weather
4 10 Today la Snare
• 30 The Munger*
7 MO Perry Mee=
$ firsectel of The Week
Satemniay. Apra 24
7 12 News. Weather sad Tunistable
7-30 Fermant Almanac
LIS lam it as04
alra °Wm's Gomm WAIF
9
10:11111
VS = ewtea Cr 
10 $0 *Miry Plig
1111 Wigs
11.30 Biro ty
12:00 Antrel ea n
l011 lesebeal •
till Pro Bawler* r
1:35 Oehemplorig uBories
410 Wide World' of Sports
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-- a SiiiIsana it;i Star In Her Own Right
Will Appear Next Wednesday On CBS; Specials
By JACK GAVER
United Press International
NEW YORK tW1— Televelon's .
first look at sirger Barbara Strees- •
and ws a gar in her own right will
be prcrrided next Wedneklay on
CBS The network has har signed
to a multi-cpecial deal over a period
of years.
ABC has a Woritre Pair special
nein Thursday with Gordon and
Sheila MacRae as stars,
lhaelletit details April 26-May 1
all times Eastern Daylight Time
unites noted
Sunday
CBS presents a one-hour special.
-The Church of the Seven Coon-
• at 10 a. m preempting ".Look
Up and Live" and "Lime Unto my
Peet The deals with the Reetern
Orthodox Church and wee Sheol
M Greece. Turkey and the United
States.
Secretary of Commerce Sehn
Connor will discuss aril rights and
business-gas eminent relatioruhips
an ABCs •.Lssues and Answers" at
hop in
-The Twentieth OrestrAzdscu-
inentary on CBS at 8 h"Ttse Perm- .
er Feast at Pannew." examining
technokigical revolution an Amen-
• farms and the probe= creat-
ed Previously scheduled and Pant
poned.
-The 'World War I" documentary
program on CBS at 4.30 begins a
series of repeats of winds the tiret
B -Sumner at Elandevo." dealui
with the seameindinn of Archduke
Trans Ferdinand that touched off
the conflict.
By Night Movie" on
ABC hes a repeat of -The Naked
Mtge: elegreng Gary Cooper and
Deborah Kier.
-The Illosses" on NBC at 10 re-
peats -The. Day They OlIme Dt-
A-A •
01111.13121 Minim. a Phew aiiinast
IX,B suppoesd to have a natabline
dm tunes out perfect gene.
Mendlay
Aridg Whams b /sot to earned-
leans Ptisliis Diller end trumpeter
Al Hirt on he NBC hpur.at
"IOW h a one-hour COM ovirtris
srpedisi at 10 In teem elfeeis upon
tatlay'l weld of mem mien
decielore ef 1111111-. —
-The Day They Belie Counts
General's Is the story an ABC's -'Be.
Grey- at 10 A stepping tycoce
seeks to loot haesstai equipnwrit
In -The Second wife" on NBC's
-The Allred Hitchocck Hour" at 10
Jane Lockhart and John Andress:
ere sirecilesel In • Mary at a Ma-l-
arder Mee elho becomes miltar.ous
at Patualseent
'Tuesday
IS "Hennaliti the *Mee on ABC's
✓enter at 119, a young pewee
• me on parte without beset
told al an impending enmesh/
Mee to salt his dying weir
Fred Owyearie at -The leutr.ters"
• guest mar whet Red fileskon's an
leglerh•cno hour sit 3 30 The
lag• ekele• he. Tracker the Pies-
to use Raman Maas-
Mar to sedge an expermase meal at
ewer* ressanslent.
George Hagnikan makes his wo-
oed lintiedwielre mg guest hoe on
NBC's 'hullabaloo" at 3 30 news
filanthld Include Noel Harrison.
Illgure lee Unda Bennett and
Ware Pentane. anti the Mind
NBC*. "Bell Telephone Hour"
ellielesets de 36th anniversary is
• Sem Oleo at 10 by repeating
Mee past shows feat urtrgy
gets perlhenare ea Harry Bela-
*OM Joan Sutherland. Maitre*
Cheesier. Robert Preston Marge
Thathief arid Rudolf Kure-yr,
Wednesday
ABC'. -Shindig" feature. Sandie
Mee, DOWN' LOTXXI. Freddie and
the Dreamers. laanlred Mann and
Bobby Merman
"My Name is Berbers" Is the We
tst the Barbara Streisand specie on
CBA.
NBC's "Wedriewriay Night at the
Movies- soreens a repeat of -Cry
Terror," starring Jame. 1.41/101^, Rod
Steiger arat Inger etre=
Trench singer-cornposer Marna
Ammeter seed Man Worth are
on Danny Kasea n1314 hoer.
Timinday
-The Odurtahlp ot Jericho Jones'
on NBC's "Daniel Boone" colleens
the mem* between a este 'rough
and an Indio n Moues
-The Came of the Chinning Go-
rilla" occupiet Perry MAAOTI cel
CBS An srehropologie In believed
to hove *been dein by his mina
until e've ritonlsr weapon turns out
to be • per of octagon
Denies Weaver le guest ear on
NBC's -Dr Kildare" A rrisina re-
ligious belief caters him to refuse
dr one thing doctors might do Ms
sieV, the life al hi Wife
-The World's Per
tinentacuer" with Gordon and
• hieseRae on ADC B a =MO
OD the second year of the New Yea*
Fair Trumpter Al Hut and he
Paid the New Christy herwiteds
and entertainers from various at-
tractions at the fair Intl be seen.
%we star Jii0/ Herr* Shows up
in 'The Calf Woman" on 'Rare-
hide" far 09113 My ploys a ripin-
her rs.rsch woman Who trios to pre-
vent her flirtations younger sager
•
from romancing with weird tiros-
era.
George C. Scott and Michael
Par co-star On NBC's -Chrysler
Theater." A sutararine captain in
the clowns days at World War U
questions the necemity of further
ening alter the erten bomb is drop-
ped on Hiroshima.
-The Orin: Adventure" reveal
on CBS is -The Teeing of S a in
Hounon."
Carl Reiner. Jackie Vernon.
Avery Schreiber and Jack Burns
appear on Jack Pi-'s mac hour to
discuss various comedy techniques.
Saturday
CBS provides an hour al coverage
of the filst running of the Kentuciny
Delve at Churchill Downs
"ABC's Wide Weld of ageres"
will cover the 100-asile molded
Storternen stock air champlociablp
at Daytona Beech. Pia.. and play
on the four final boles of the third
round of the 13th annual golf Tour-
nament of Champions
The CBS "Secret Agent" series
preaents marks for servility"
Agent John Drake takes on tht
guise cif a servant to get ere:tenet
againet a suenected international
swindler.
'To Catch • Thief," starting Cary
Grant and Grace Nell)-. rial be the
repeated fare in NBC's Saturdag
Night at •he Movie..'
ONLY 8 DAYS LEFT
to become a
CABLEVISION
,F CHARTER
SUBSCRIBER
and Save Installation Charge
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
Sign Up Today! Don't Delay!
MURRAY CABLEVISION CO.
105 N. 5th l'hone 753-7,095
.1. -11 •-
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Duncan Signs
At Murray
Don Dunean, the second-higheet
scorer in junior concie basketball
In the nation, lnis /..gned a hasket-
ball grand-in-aid t ith Murray
Stele CONege.
Duggan eared 936 points this
asemon. for an overage of 33 points
a game end led the Centralia int.
Junior College team to • berth in
the Malional Jr College Towns-
meg. 'Have umes in he junior col-
lege career he soared more than 50
Pleas in a game. Two years ago he
soared in points end was the na-
te:ins 3rd highest scorer.
In high school at Centralia he
eared IN points he senior year
an a MIMI Witch firahed in the
ruttier-up mat In the Illinois State
Baskettea ToUrnament
"We feel that Don Is one of the
fineh Junior college players in the
country and will be a welcomed ad-
dition to the Murray State team
next year." end Murray assistant
OD3Cil Bennie Purcell
Duncan .rres a ho an outstanding
track man in high school. placing in
the pole vault at the state meet
and cleaTIT* SIX feet in the high
jump.
SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
. 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour
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'53.95
• '' mum) New'
25% more flng capacity. The lost
folders or• as accessible os the first.'
Smooth gliding drawers, spring
compressors Dad guide rods, hinsvy
gauge steel, °five green or Cole gray.
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lea" vide, 52`.:" idek. 53.95
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LEDGER&TIMES
Phone 753-1916
heat water electrically
for as little as
r--
Nothing gives you more hat water . . .
faster . . . than an electric water heater.
And the electric water heater costs less
to operate! The secret to this low cost
is our "stair-step" rate ... the more elec-
tricity you use . . . the bigger bargain
you get.
In the average home, an electriewafer
heater-will use about 350 kilowatt-hours
-‘a month. The exact amount that you
pay for this much electricity will depend
on how much electricity you now use.
But in most cases, the electricity for wa-
ter heating will be charged on our next
to the last "step." On this "step," you pay
only four-tenths of a cent for each kilo-
watt-hour. .. or, only four and two-thirds
cents a day to heat water electrically!
Take full advantage of our low-cost
electricity. .. Get a new electric water
heater for your home ... today!
MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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